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A B S T R A C T

Background

Widespread recommendations from health organisations encourage exclusive breastfeeding for six months. However, the addition of

other fluids or foods before six months is common in many countries and communities. This practice suggests perceived benefits of

early supplementation or lack of awareness of the possible risks.

Objectives

To assess the benefits and harms of supplementation for full-term healthy breastfed infants and to examine the timing and type of

supplementation.

Search methods

We searched the Cochrane Pregnancy and Childbirth Group’s Trials Register (21 March 2014) and reference lists of all relevant retrieved

papers.

Selection criteria

Randomised or quasi-randomised controlled trials in infants under six months of age comparing exclusive breastfeeding versus breast-

feeding with any additional food or fluids.

Data collection and analysis

Two review authors independently selected the trials, extracted data and assessed risk of bias.

Main results

We included eight trials (984 randomised infants/mothers). Six trials (n = 613 analysed) provided data on outcomes of interest to this

review. The variation in outcome measures and time points made it difficult to pool results from trials. Data could only be combined

in a meta-analysis for one secondary outcome (weight change). The trials that provided outcome data compared exclusively breastfed

infants with breastfed infants who were allowed additional nutrients in the form of artificial milk, glucose, water or solid foods.
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In relation to the majority of the older trials, the description of study methods was inadequate to assess the risk of bias. The two more

recent trials, were found to be at low risk of bias for selection and detection bias. The overall quality of the evidence for the main

comparison was low.

In one trial (170 infants) comparing exclusively breastfeeding infants with infants who were allowed additional glucose water, there was

a significant difference favouring exclusive breastfeeding up to and including week 20 (risk ratio (RR) 1.45, 95% confidence interval

(CI) 1.05 to 1.99), with more infants in the exclusive breastfed group still exclusively breastfeeding. Conversely in one small trial (39

infants) comparing exclusive breastfed infants with non-exclusive breastfed infants who were provided with artificial milk, fewer infants

in the exclusive breastfed group were exclusively breastfeeding at one week (RR 0.58, 95% CI 0.37 to 0.92) and at three months (RR

0.44, 95% CI 0.26 to 0.76) and there was no significant difference in the proportion of infants continuing any breastfeeding at three

months between groups (RR 0.76, 95% CI 0.56 to 1.03).

For infant morbidity (six trials), one newborn trial (170 infants) found a statistically, but not clinically, significant difference in

temperature at 72 hours (mean difference (MD) 0.10 degrees, 95% CI 0.01 to 0.19), and that serum glucose levels were higher in

glucose supplemented infants in the first 24 hours, though not at 48 hours (MD -0.24 mmol/L, 95% CI -0.51 to 0.03). Weight loss

was also higher (grams) in infants at six, 12, 24 and 48 hours of life in the exclusively breastfed infants compared to those who received

additional glucose water (MD 7.00 g, 95% CI 0.76 to 13.24; MD 11.50 g, 95% CI 1.71 to 21.29; MD 13.40 g, 95% CI 0.43 to

26.37; MD 32.50 g, 95% CI 12.91 to 52.09), but no difference between groups was observed at 72 hours of life. In another trial (47

infants analysed), we found no significant difference in weight loss between the exclusively breastfeeding group and the group allowed

either water or glucose water on either day three or day five (MD 1.03%, 95% CI -0.18 to 2.24) and (MD 0.20%, 95% CI -1.18 to

1.58).

Three trials with four- to six-month-old infants provided no evidence to support any benefit from the addition of complementary foods

at four months versus exclusive breastfeeding to six months nor any risks related either morbidity or weight change (or both).

None of the trials reported on the remaining primary outcomes, infant mortality or physiological jaundice.

Authors’ conclusions

We were unable to fully assess the benefits or harms of supplementation or to determine the impact from timing and type of supple-

mentation.

We found no evidence of benefit to newborn infants and possible negative effects on the duration of breastfeeding from the brief use of

additional water or glucose water, and the quality of the evidence from a small pilot study on formula supplementation was insufficient

to suggest a change in practice away from exclusive breastfeeding. For infants at four to six months, we found no evidence of benefit

from additional foods nor any risks related to morbidity or weight change. Future studies should examine the longer-term effects on

infants and mothers, though randomising infants to receive supplements without medical need may be problematic.

We found no evidence for disagreement with the recommendation of international health associations that exclusive breastfeeding

should be recommended for healthy infants for the first six months.

P L A I N L A N G U A G E S U M M A R Y

Early additional food and fluids for healthy breastfed full-term infants

Human milk provides for growth, protection and development for babies. It is important to the health of the mother. Exclusive

breastfeeding is an infant’s consumption of human milk with no supplementation of any type, including no water, juice, non-human

milk or foods. The effect of early supplementation may include decreased milk production due to reduced removal of milk from

the breast, difficulties in developing effective breastfeeding and reduced confidence in the ability to breastfeed. Despite widespread

recommendations supporting exclusive breastfeeding for six months, practice often does not appear to reflect these recommendations,

thus suggesting there are perceived benefits from supplementation. We looked at studies on supplementation with additional fluids in

the early weeks or supplementation with the addition of foods at four to six months of age. We identified eight randomised controlled

studies involving 984 infants and their mothers that looked at exclusive breastfeeding compared with breastfeeding with additional

fluids or foods.

From the trials we found, for the healthy breastfeeding baby in the first days after birth, two trials involving 217 infants found no

evidence of benefit related to glucose levels, temperature, weight loss to newborn infants in giving additional water or glucose water.
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One of these trials (n = 170 analysed) found increased risk of early cessation of breastfeeding from the brief use of additional water

or glucose water. One pilot study, with data from 39 infants who had lost over 5% of birthweight by 36 hours old provided evidence

that small amounts of supplements in the first days might help breastfeeding to continue, though the trial researchers state there is

insufficient evidence to recommend this as regular practice. For infants receiving supplements of food at four to six months, we did

not find sufficiently high-quality data from the three trials identified to indicate benefit to the infant in giving additional foods nor any

risks related to either morbidity or weight change (or both).

The trials were reported on between 1982 and 2014. Two were carried out in Honduras, two in the USA and one in each of Spain,

Nigeria, Iceland and the UK.

This review did not find evidence for disagreement with the recommendation of the World Health Organization and other international

health associations that as a general policy exclusive breastfeeding, without additional foods or fluids, should be recommended for the

first six months after birth.

B A C K G R O U N D

Human milk for human babies is the biological norm. It has long

been recognised as both the unequalled way of providing all the

nutritional, immunological and psychological requirements that a

healthy, term infant needs to thrive, and important to the health

and well-being of the mother. Reviews of studies in both econom-

ically advantaged and disadvantaged settings have shown short-

term and long-term risks to the child and to the mother from not

breastfeeding (Chen 2004; Horta 2013a; Ip 2007; Kramer 2002;

Leon-Cava 2002).

Description of the condition

Exclusive breastfeeding is defined as an infant’s consumption of

human milk with no supplementation of any type, including no

water, juice, non-human milk or foods, although medicines, vi-

tamins and minerals are allowed (WHO 2008). A review of in-

terventions in 42 developing countries estimated that exclusive

breastfeeding for six months and continued breastfeeding for the

first year of life could prevent 13% of the over 10 million deaths

per annum of children less than five years old. Breastfeeding is

identified as the single most important preventative intervention

in saving such lives (Black 2013; Jones 2003). Compared to exclu-

sive breastfeeding, the risks from partial or non-exclusive breast-

feeding have been recognised for many years, including a higher

rate of infant morbidity and mortality from diarrhoea and respira-

tory illness (Arifeen 2001; Brown 1989; Chantry 2006; Feachem

1984; Horta 2013b; Kramer 2003; Quigley 2007; Talayero 2006;

Victora 1987; Wilson 1998). Non-exclusive breastfeeding may re-

sult in an earlier return of the mother’s fertility and a shorter inter-

birth interval (WHO 1999).

International actions work to improve the health of children and

their mothers through the promotion of exclusive breastfeeding.

The Baby Friendly Hospital Initiative (BFHI) is a global pro-

gramme started in 1989 to protect and support exclusive breast-

feeding through improvement of healthcare practices that affect

infant feeding. It has an assessment criterion of ’Give newborn

infants no food or drink other than breast milk unless medically

indicated’ (UNICEF/WHO 2009). In 2002, the World Health

Assembly, supported by many national and international health

associations, reiterated the importance of exclusive breastfeeding

in the Global Strategy for Infant and Young Child Feeding. Their

previous recommendation for exclusive breastfeeding for “four to

six months” was amended to state that as a global public health

recommendation, infants should be exclusively breastfed for the

first six months of life and thereafter breastfeeding continued up

to two years of age or beyond with the addition of adequate and

safe complementary foods (WHO 2003).

From the data in the WHO Global Data Bank on Infant and

Young Child Feeding 2009, it is estimated that only 34.8% of

infants are exclusively breastfed for the first six months. There are

indications that in many countries exclusive breastfeeding, though

still low, has increased in the last decade (WHO 2009).

Supplementary feedings are classified as feeds provided in place of

breastfeeding. These may include artificial baby milk, glucose wa-

ter, teas, water, semi-solid or solid foods. Thus, any foods or fluids

given before six months, the recommended duration of exclusive

breastfeeding, are therefore defined as supplementary (AAP 2012;

ABM 2009).

Studies on supplementation tend to involve either supplementa-

tion with additional fluids in the early weeks or supplementation

with the addition of foods at four to six months of age. Numer-

ous health services, personal, socioeconomic and cultural factors

influence the decision to supplement human milk. These factors

include:

• pre-lacteal feeds may be given in the belief that colostrum is
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harmful, or to clean the infant’s gut (Davies-Adetugbo 1997);

• early supplementation is more likely following caesarean

section (Ladomenou 2007), if hospital practices separate mother

and infant at birth (Gagnon 2005; Kurinij 1991), or if hospital

does not follow practices in accordance with the WHO/

UNICEF Baby Friendly Hospital Initiative (AAP 2012; Biro

2011);

• supplements may be given in the belief they will reduce

maternal fatigue, by health workers (Cloherty 2004; Gagnon

2005) and by family members (Cohen 1999);

• lack of health worker time to assist breastfeeding (Furber

2006; Gagnon 2005);

• supplementation as the solution to the perception that the

baby is unsettled due to low milk supply (Akuse 2002;

Blomquist 1994; Gagnon 2005; Graffy 1992; Nicoll 1982) or to

make the baby sleep longer;

• maternal unrealistic expectations of newborn behaviour,

difficulty in caring for a newborn, or other maternal concerns,

and supplementation is seen as the solution to difficulties

(DaMota 2012; Wagner 2013);

• weight charts that are based on formula-fed infants may

imply that breastfeeding infants are underweight and

supplemental feeding is given in the belief it will result in higher

weight gain that is thought to be beneficial (Sachs 2006);

• supplements are given in a belief that they will prevent

dehydration, hypoglycaemia and neonatal jaundice (Akuse 2002;

Nicoll 1982);

• early maternal return to employment and lack of facilities

in the workplace to breastfeed (Gielen 1991; Ladomenou 2007),

and mothers perceive disapproval from society of breastfeeding

outside her home (Bai 2009);

• marketing of formula (Chezem 1998; Yee 2007);

• translation of research into practice, even with the provision

of information and development of professional guidelines

(ABM 2011), is sometimes met with barriers and delays

(Brodribb 2008; Brodribb 2011).

Additional foods or fluids may be needed for medical reasons in

specific situations related to the infant or mother. This review deals

with the healthy, term infant and does not address individual needs

in medical conditions.

How the intervention might work

Effects of early additional foods or fluids

It is difficult to obtain robust evidence about the effect of early ad-

ditional foods and fluids (supplementation) on full-term, healthy,

babies due in part to problems in the consistency of breastfeeding

definitions (Labbok 2012), poor research design (McNiel 2010;

Renfrew 2007) and the belief that supplementation is a routine

acceptable practice, not an intervention, and thus does not need to

be noted (Martin-Calama 1997; Mulford 1995). Supplementing

or not supplementing may potentially affect the duration of breast-

feeding, infant morbidity and mortality, as well as infant weight

change, length of postnatal hospital stay, maternal self-confidence

and physiological jaundice.

Effect on duration of breastfeeding

Observational studies and surveys have found associations between

supplementation and shorter duration of breastfeeding (Blomquist

1994; Chantry 2014; Giovannini 2005; Hornell 2001; Kurinij

1991). The effect of early supplementation on reducing breast-

feeding duration may include decreased milk production due to

reduced removal of milk from the breast; difficulties in developing

effective breastfeeding skills when the newborn infant is also feed-

ing from an artificial teat which may result in low infant weight

gain; or maternal sore nipples and breasts; all of which may re-

sult in early cessation of breastfeeding, as well as reduced maternal

confidence in the ability to successfully breastfeed and the rein-

forcement of a negative belief that human milk is insufficient for

an infant. Qualitative studies in the UK (Cloherty 2004; Furber

2006) have indicated that, despite their awareness of policies sup-

porting exclusive breastfeeding, some midwives think that provid-

ing an occasional formula supplement in hospital may give the

mother an opportunity to rest and be more likely to continue to

breastfeed, thus an aid to longer duration.

Effect on infant morbidity and mortality

As mentioned earlier, infant mortality and morbidity may be af-

fected by the addition of other fluids or foods to the infant in

the first six months. The effect of early supplementation on in-

fant morbidity and mortality may be related to a single factor or

a combination of factors, including incorrectly prepared supple-

ment, contamination of the supplement or the device used to give

the supplement (Horman 2010; Renfrew 2008; WHO 2007); re-

ceiving a reduced amount of the anti-infective nutrients in human

milk (Ballard 2013); the effect of the non-human milk supple-

ment on the infant’s developing immune and digestive systems; or

other reasons (Turin 2014). Longer-term indications of morbidity

related to immune reactions may include eczema and other skin

conditions, asthma and digestive related conditions (Horta 2013a;

Ip 2007). Short-term indications of possible morbidity include

hypo- or hyperthermia, hypo- or hyperglycaemia, diarrhoea, res-

piratory symptoms and otitis media (Horta 2013b; Kramer 2003;

Victora 1987). An increased or reduced temperature may indicate

an infection or other immune reaction. Normal temperature range

is considered 36 to 38 degrees Celsius (97 to 100.4 degrees Fahren-

heit). The advent of cot-side testing of blood glucose in the early

1970s led to attempts to define a level of asymptomatic hypogly-

caemia that could be classified as a risk level, in the belief that treat-
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ing at this level would reduce the risk of symptomatic hypogly-

caemia occurring (Williams/WHO 1997). These older studies and

textbooks were likely to use formula-fed infants as the norm and

consider the values found in healthy breastfeeding infants as low.

Transient hypoglycaemia is now understood as a normal adaptive

response to the establishment of ex-utero feeding (ABM 2014),

though extended hypoglycaemia may be an indication of illness.

There is no agreed definition of hypoglycaemia as the value varies

with the infant’s maturity, pathology, clinical signs and method of

testing. A suggested range of values considered as hypoglycaemia

are between 30 and 50 mg/dL (1.7 to 2.8 mmol/L) (Wright 2006);

however, older studies may use different values. Feeding healthy

infants cow’s milk formula in an attempt to raise their blood glu-

cose levels to an unphysiological high level introduces non-human

milk proteins which may result in immunological reactions, pos-

sible bacterial contaminants and reduce the appetite of the infant

to feed at the breast. Glucose water has additional risks from pro-

viding fewer calories than a similar volume of milk, thus filling

the infant’s stomach while providing insufficient nutrients. This

increases the risks of hypoglycaemia and poor weight gain. There

is no evidence that high blood glucose levels are of benefit to the

infant, and high levels may affect the metabolic response, with later

effects on risks of obesity and diabetes. Diarrhoea may indicate an

infection or an intolerance to foreign proteins or carbohydrates

in non-milk feeds. As normal stools of a breastfeeding infant are

much looser than the stools of a cow’s milk formula-fed infant this

makes the definition of diarrhoea open to interpretation. Breast-

feeding provides for optimal immune system functioning and thus

the level of respiratory infections and otitis media occurrences can

indicate if there is an effect on the immune system.

Effect on physiological jaundice

Babies are born with fetal red blood cells which are no longer

needed and must be metabolised and excreted. Bilirubin is a prod-

uct of this breakdown, released in the blood stream and ultimately

excreted in the baby’s stool. A newborn’s serum bilirubin level nor-

mally rises from birth until the third or fourth day postpartum

and a significant proportion will have total serum bilirubin con-

centrations greater than 5.0 mg/dL (86 umol/L) while remaining

healthy. This is termed physiological jaundice (ABM 2009). Inef-

fective feeding and thus reduced calorie intake can increase biliru-

bin levels (De Carvalho 1981; Yamauchi 1990). The normal initial

fluid loss in newborn infants and situations of ineffective feeding

leading to dehydration may lead to a belief that fluid supplements

will prevent dehydration and jaundice, though the replacement of

milk with water will further reduce the infant’s calorie intake and

has not been shown to reduce bilirubin levels (De Carvalho 1981;

Houston 1984; Nicoll 1982). The replacement of breastfeeding

with formula has been tested as a treatment to reduce high levels

of serum bilirubin (Amato 1985; Osborn 1985), which may have

led some health workers to use supplements to prevent high levels

of bilirubin occurring (Akuse 2002).

Effect on weight change

Weight loss in the newborn represents mainly fluid loss but may

also involve loss of fat stores during the establishment of feeding

(Wright 2004). A breastfed baby will commonly lose up to 5% to

7% in the first few days with no adverse effects. There may be a

fear that the baby will become dehydrated until breastfeeding is

established, and such babies are supplemented with water, glucose

or artificial milk. Water, and glucose in particular, have no or

little calorific value and may cause a baby to be full but remain

deficient in calorific intake. Supplementation in such instances,

as well as interfering with breastfeeding, will in fact contribute

to further weight loss in the early postpartum period (Glover

1990). Evidence from studies in tropical climates demonstrate that

breastfed babies will not become dehydrated if allowed to fully

breastfeed on demand (Almroth 1990).

The WHO published comprehensive infant growth charts devel-

oped from data on breastfeeding infants (De Onis 2004). This

long-term multi-centre study indicated that previous charts were

likely to have categorised healthy breastfeeding infants as under-

weight, which may have contributed to the addition of foods and

fluids before six months of age. Additional foods and fluids above

the nutritional needs of the infant may result in the infant becom-

ing overweight. Early introduction of solid foods to breastfeeding

infants is likely to result in less breast milk consumed, which may

affect nutritional and immune status (Heinig 1993). For the older

infant, the decision to add formula or solid foods may affect the

duration of breastfeeding. Hornell suggests that formula given by

bottle, because the mother perceived that she did not have suffi-

cient milk, may reduce the duration of breastfeeding more so than

solid foods that are added because the mother thought the infant

had reached an appropriate age (Hornell 2001).

Maternal self-confidence in breastfeeding

Antenatal or early postnatal breastfeeding self-efficacy is associated

with more exclusive breastfeeding and longer duration of breast-

feeding (Blyth 2004; Noel-Weiss 2006). Low maternal confidence

in the ability to breastfeed may lead to formula supplementation

and the feeling of failure (Hoddinott 1999; Wagner 2013).

Why it is important to do this review

Despite many years of widespread recommendations to support

exclusive breastfeeding for four and more recently six months,

common practice does not appear to reflect these recommenda-

tions suggesting there are perceived benefits from supplementa-

tion. Given the potential risks from supplementation, this review

aims to summarise the existing evidence on the effects of addi-

tional food and fluids for breastfeeding full-term infants.
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O B J E C T I V E S

The main objective of the review was to assess the benefits and

harms of additional foods and fluids for full-term healthy breast-

fed infants. We also aimed to determine what impact the timing

of supplementation (during early phase of initiation of breastfeed-

ing versus later on for maintenance) and type of supplementation

(water, artificial milk, foods) had on these infants.

M E T H O D S

Criteria for considering studies for this review

Types of studies

Randomised or quasi-randomised controlled trials (RCTs).

Types of participants

Full-term (that is 37 to 42 completed weeks’ gestation (singleton

or multiple births)) breastfed infants up to the age of six months

(the currently recommended age after which complementary foods

should commence), or the mothers of these infants.

Types of interventions

Exclusive breastfeeding (as defined in the trial) versus breastfeeding

supplemented (once or more) with any additional food or fluids.

Types of outcome measures

Primary outcomes

1. Duration of breastfeeding

2. Incidence of infant morbidity, for example, gastro-intestinal

infection, ear infection, asthma and eczema (depending on how

defined in individual trials)

3. Infant mortality (at discharge, 28 days or one year)

4. Physiological jaundice, absence or presence, and if present,

duration (days) (as defined in the Background)

Secondary outcomes

1. Weight change (kg) (as defined by trial authors)

2. Duration of hospital stay (days)

3. Maternal self-confidence in breastfeeding (however assessed

in individual trials)

4. Maximum serum bilirubin levels

5. Phototherapy in hospital or home setting if required,

absence or presence, and if present, duration (days)

Search methods for identification of studies

The following methods section of this review is based on a standard

template used by the Cochrane Pregnancy and Childbirth Group.

Electronic searches

We searched the Cochrane Pregnancy and Childbirth Group’s

Trials Register by contacting the Trials Search Co-ordinator (21

March 2014).

The Cochrane Pregnancy and Childbirth Group’s Trials Register

is maintained by the Trials Search Co-ordinator and contains trials

identified from:

1. monthly searches of the Cochrane Central Register of

Controlled Trials (CENTRAL);

2. weekly searches of MEDLINE;

3. weekly searches of Embase;

4. handsearches of 30 journals and the proceedings of major

conferences;

5. weekly current awareness alerts for a further 44 journals

plus monthly BioMed Central email alerts.

Details of the search strategies for CENTRAL, MEDLINE and

Embase, the list of handsearched journals and conference pro-

ceedings, and the list of journals reviewed via the current aware-

ness service can be found in the ‘Specialized Register’ section

within the editorial information about the Cochrane Pregnancy

and Childbirth Group.

Trials identified through the searching activities described above

are each assigned to a review topic (or topics). The Trials Search

Co-ordinator searches the register for each review using the topic

list rather than keywords.

Searching other resources

We examined reference lists of all relevant retrieved papers to iden-

tify further studies.

We did not apply any language or date restrictions.

Data collection and analysis

For methods used in the previous version, please see Becker 2011.

For this update the following methods, which are based on a stan-

dard template used by the Cochrane Pregnancy and Childbirth

Group, were used.

Selection of studies

Two review authors independently applied the inclusion criteria

to all potential trials. We performed this without blinding. No

discrepancy occurred in the trial selection, but had there been,

we would have resolved this by discussion. We considered studies

available as published conference abstracts or posters for inclusion.
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Data extraction and management

Both review authors independently extracted the data (using a

customised data extraction form) and assessed the risk of bias of the

selected trials. We resolved any disagreements through discussion.

Both authors entered data into Review Manager software (RevMan

2014).

Assessment of risk of bias in included studies

Both review authors assessed each trial using a simple form and

followed the domain-based evaluation as described in the Cochrane
Handbook for Systematic Reviews of Interventions (Higgins 2011).

We also reported on whether the investigators had performed a

sample-size calculation.

We compared assessments and resolved any inconsistencies by dis-

cussion.

(1) Random sequence generation (checking for possible

selection bias)

We described for each included study the method used to generate

the allocation sequence in sufficient detail to allow an assessment

of whether it should produce comparable groups.

We assessed the method as:

• low risk of bias (any truly random process, e.g. random

number table; computer random number generator);

• high risk of bias (any non-random process, e.g. odd or even

date of birth; hospital or clinic record number);

• unclear risk of bias.

(2) Allocation concealment (checking for possible selection

bias)

We described for each included study the method used to con-

ceal allocation to interventions prior to assignment and assessed

whether intervention allocation could have been foreseen in ad-

vance of, or during recruitment, or changed after assignment.

We assessed the methods as:

• low risk of bias (e.g. telephone or central randomisation;

consecutively numbered sealed opaque envelopes);

• high risk of bias (open random allocation; unsealed or non-

opaque envelopes, alternation; date of birth);

• unclear risk of bias.

(3.1) Blinding of participants and personnel (checking for

possible performance bias)

Given the nature of the interventions, blinding was not possible

for participants and caregivers and so this has not been assessed

within this review.

(3.2) Blinding of outcome assessment (checking for possible

detection bias)

We described for each included study the methods used, if any, to

blind outcome assessors from knowledge of which intervention a

participant received. We assessed blinding separately for different

outcomes or classes of outcomes.

We assessed methods used to blind outcome assessment as:

• low, high or unclear risk of bias.

(4) Incomplete outcome data (checking for possible attrition

bias due to the amount, nature and handling of incomplete

outcome data)

We described for each included study, and for each outcome or

class of outcomes, the completeness of data including attrition and

exclusions from the analysis. We stated whether attrition and ex-

clusions were reported and the numbers included in the analysis at

each stage (compared with the total randomised participants), rea-

sons for attrition or exclusion where reported, and whether miss-

ing data were balanced across groups or were related to outcomes.

Where sufficient information was reported, or could be supplied

by the trial authors, we planned to re-include missing data in the

analyses which we undertook.

We assessed methods as:

• low risk of bias (e.g. no missing outcome data; missing

outcome data balanced across groups);

• high risk of bias (e.g. numbers or reasons for missing data

imbalanced across groups; ‘as treated’ analysis done with

substantial departure of intervention received from that assigned

at randomisation);

• unclear risk of bias.

(5) Selective reporting (checking for reporting bias)

We described for each included study how we investigated the

possibility of selective outcome reporting bias and what we found.

We assessed the methods as:

• low risk of bias (where it is clear that all of the study’s pre-

specified outcomes and all expected outcomes of interest to the

review have been reported);

• high risk of bias (where not all the study’s pre-specified

outcomes have been reported; one or more reported primary

outcomes were not pre-specified; outcomes of interest are

reported incompletely and so cannot be used; study fails to

include results of a key outcome that would have been expected

to have been reported);

• unclear risk of bias.

(6) Other bias (checking for bias due to problems not

covered by (1) to (5) above)

We described for each included study any important concerns we

had about other possible sources of bias.
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(7) Overall risk of bias

We made explicit judgements about whether studies were at high

risk of bias, according to the criteria given in the Handbook (

Higgins 2011). With reference to (1) to (6) above, we planned to

assess the likely magnitude and direction of the bias and whether

we considered it is likely to impact on the findings. In future

updates, we will explore the impact of the level of bias through

undertaking sensitivity analyses - see Sensitivity analysis.

Measures of treatment effect

Dichotomous data

For dichotomous data, we present results as summary risk ratio

(RR) with 95% confidence intervals, where appropriate.

Continuous data

For continuous outcomes, we recorded either mean relative change

from baseline for each group or mean post-treatment or post-

intervention values and standard deviation. When standard errors

were reported we converted these to standard deviations (as with

Nicoll 1982). We calculated a pooled estimate of treatment effect

by calculating the mean difference (MD).

Unit of analysis issues

The protocol for this review does not include cross-over trials or

cluster-randomised trials. For studies that had multi-intervention

arms, we first assessed which groups were relevant to this review

and the appropriate method of analysis. If groups were similar,

e.g. water and glucose water, then we combined the groups. If

we found that more than two comparison groups were applica-

ble, then we entered data as a single pair-wise comparison into

RevMan. In instances in which there were more than two groups

to be compared, we took measures to avoid double counting or

inappropriate totaling.

Dealing with missing data

We planned to enter the data on the number of participants by

allocated treated group, irrespective of compliance and whether

or not the participant was later thought to be ineligible or other-

wise excluded from treatment or follow-up in order to allow an

intention-to-treat analysis. However, this was not always possible,

as for example, within some included trials, mothers who ceased

to comply during the trial were excluded from the analysis (these

trial authors did not provide outcome data on the full allocated

group).

Assessment of heterogeneity

When a sufficient number of trials are included in a meta-analysis,

we plan to assess statistical heterogeneity in each meta-analysis

using the Tau², I² and Chi² statistics. We will regard heterogeneity

as substantial if an I² is greater than 30% and either a Tau² is

greater than zero, or there is a low P value (less than 0.10) in the

Chi² test for heterogeneity.

Assessment of reporting biases

In future updates of this review, if there are 10 or more studies in a

meta-analysis we will investigate reporting biases (such as publica-

tion bias) using funnel plots. We will assess funnel plot asymmetry

visually. If we asymmetry is suggested by a visual assessment, we

will perform exploratory analyses to investigate it.

Data synthesis

We carried out statistical analysis using the Review Manager soft-

ware (RevMan 2014). We used fixed-effect meta-analysis for com-

bining data where it was reasonable to assume that studies are es-

timating the same underlying treatment effect: i.e. where trials are

examining the same intervention, and we judged the trials’ popu-

lations and methods to be sufficiently similar. In future updates, if

there is clinical heterogeneity sufficient to expect that the underly-

ing treatment effects differ between trials, or if we detect substan-

tial statistical heterogeneity, we will use random-effects meta-anal-

ysis to produce an overall summary if an average treatment effect

across trials is considered clinically meaningful. We will treat the

random-effects summary as the average range of possible treatment

effects and we will discuss the clinical implications of treatment

effects differing between trials. If the average treatment effect is

not clinically meaningful, we will not combine trials.

Where multiple timepoints have been reported within the in-

cluded trial reports we have clearly reported when measurements

were taken by the primary investigators during the trial, what mea-

surements were reported within the published paper and what data

we are reporting in the review.

Subgroup analysis and investigation of heterogeneity

When more data are included in the review, if we identify substan-

tial heterogeneity, we will investigate it using subgroup analyses

and sensitivity analyses.

In future updates of this review we plan to carry out the following

subgroup analysis:

1. timing of supplementation: given at early phase of initiation

of breastfeeding (neonatal period - up to and including the first

four weeks of life) compared with later on, for maintenance (after

neonatal period) - (relating to primary outcomes (1), (2) and (3);

2. type of supplementation: water/ formula/glucose/food

compared with each other - (relating to primary outcomes (1),

(2) and (3);
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3. geographical location: trials conducted in disadvantaged

populations versus trials in advantaged populations - (relating to

primary outcomes (2) and (3)).

We will assess subgroup differences by interaction tests available

within RevMan (RevMan 2014). We will report the results of

subgroup analyses quoting the Chi² statistic and P value, and the

interaction test I² value.

Sensitivity analysis

When sufficient trials are included in the review, for primary out-

comes only, we plan to perform a sensitivity analysis based on the

risk of bias of the trials, including and excluding quasi-randomised

trials.

R E S U L T S

Description of studies

Results of the search

For the original version of this review, the Pregnancy and Child-

birth Group Register search identified 22 potentially relevant trials,

with one additional trial found with secondary searching by one of

the review authors (GB) (Schutzman 1986). After assessment, we

identified six trials which we considered fulfilled the inclusion cri-

teria for that review (Cohen 1994; Dewey 1999; Martin-Calama

1997; Nicoll 1982; Ojofeitimi 1982; Schutzman 1986). In this

update, a similar search to March 2014, identified 11 potentially

relevant trials, with two further publications plus a PhD thesis

related to one of the trials identified through secondary search-

ing, with one additional ongoing trial found by one of the re-

view authors (GB). After assessment, of the 11 trials identified, we

considered that two fulfilled the inclusion criteria for this review

(Flaherman 2013; Jonsdottir 2012). Two trials have been listed as

ongoing trials (ISRCTN14254740; NCT01330667).

Included studies

This review now includes eight trials, in which a total of 984

breastfeeding infants or their mothers were randomised. (see
Characteristics of included studies table).

Three of the trials have multiple references; the Cohen trial has

been reported in five individual papers, the Dewey trial in four,

and the Jonsdottir in five plus a PhD thesis (Cohen 1994; Dewey

1999; Jonsdottir 2012). For each of the remaining five trials there

is one paper published on each (Flaherman 2013; Martin-Calama

1997; Nicoll 1982; Ojofeitimi 1982; Schutzman 1986).

Setting

Two trials were carried out in San Pedro Sula, Honduras (Cohen

1994; Dewey 1999) (these were associated trials); one in Teruel,

Spain (Martin-Calama 1997); one in Ile-Ife, Nigeria (Ojofeitimi

1982); one in Philadelphia, USA (Schutzman 1986); one in Lon-

don, UK (Nicoll 1982); one in San Francisco, USA (Flaherman

2013) and one across seven centres in Iceland (Jonsdottir 2012).

Interventions

Five trials were carried out in the first few days after birth and com-

pared exclusive breastfeeding to supplementation with water and/

or glucose water in four trials and supplementation with formula

in one trial (Flaherman 2013; Martin-Calama 1997; Nicoll 1982;

Ojofeitimi 1982; Schutzman 1986). One two-arm trial compared

a ’glucose water’ group (who received 5% glucose ad libitum from

a bottle for the first three days of life in addition to breastfeed-

ing), to a ’non-glucose water’ group (who did not receive any al-

ternative solution to human milk) (Martin-Calama 1997). In a

further two-arm trial, one group received glucose water feedings

and the other colostrum (Ojofeitimi 1982). Another two-arm trial

compared exclusive on-demand breastfeeding versus on-demand

breastfeeding plus supplemental water where the choice of sterile

water or 5% glucose water was left to the mother (Schutzman

1986). A three-arm trial compared a water supplement group to

a non-supplement group to a glucose supplement group (Nicoll

1982). One two-armed trial compared exclusive breastfeeding ver-

sus breastfeeding plus a specific amount of formula supplementa-

tion at specific intervals (Flaherman 2013).

Three trials compared continued exclusive breastfeeding to six

months versus complementary feeding (solid foods) plus breast-

feeding from four to six months (Cohen 1994; Dewey 1999;

Jonsdottir 2012). One three-arm trial included an exclusive breast-

feeding (EBF) group versus a solid foods (SF) group, with the

introduction of solid foods at 16 weeks, with ad libitum breast-

feeding; or solid foods and maintenance (SF-M), with the intro-

duction of solid foods at 16 weeks with maintenance of pre-inter-

vention breastfeeding frequency (Cohen 1994). Two two-armed

trials compared a group of continued exclusive breastfeeding to six

months versus complementary feeding (solid foods) plus breast-

feeding from four to six months (Dewey 1999; Jonsdottir 2012).

In the Dewey trial it was stated that mothers were encouraged

to maintain baseline (16-week) breastfeeding frequency (Dewey

1999).

Outcomes

Outcomes (unless otherwise indicated) were to be measured at

discharge, three months and six months. However, only three trials

reported data within these time periods (four to six months), which

we have presented (Cohen 1994; Dewey 1999; Jonsdottir 2012).

We stated in the protocol that if outcome data were recorded at
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other time periods, we would consider examining these as well.

Therefore, we have presented data for these other shorter time

periods that were reported in full within the review.

Both of the included three-arm trials reported data for secondary

outcomes ’weight change’; Nicoll also reported on ’maximum

serum bilirubin levels’ (Cohen 1994; Nicoll 1982). For each trial,

we decided to combine the data for both of the supplemented

interventions (water and glucose groups for the Nicoll trial; solid

foods and solid foods with maintenance for the Cohen trial) into

single intervention groups (supplemented group) to enable us to

present these data within the RevMan analyses. In order to con-

vert the sample sizes, means and standard deviations, we used the

formulae as presented in the Handbook (Higgins 2011).

For the Martin-Calama trial and the outcome ’Duration of breast-

feeding’ we estimated from the graph the percentage of mothers

breastfeeding at each time period (see Table 1) and calculated the

number of women breastfeeding at each time period from these

estimates, which enabled us to enter data on this outcome into the

RevMan analysis.

The six included trials which provided data for analysis (n = 613)

reported on one (Flaherman 2013) or two of the four primary out-

comes (Cohen 1994; Dewey 1999; Martin-Calama 1997) and/

or one (Flaherman 2013; Jonsdottir 2012) or two of the five sec-

ondary outcomes (Cohen 1994; Dewey 1999; Martin-Calama

1997; Nicoll 1982).

Two of the included trials did not report any data that were eligible

for inclusion in the review (Ojofeitimi 1982; Schutzman 1986).

In the Ojofeitimi trial, bacterial counts in fluids (colostrum and

glucose water) and stools were reported, but no actual data on

morbidity were reported (Ojofeitimi 1982). The outcome in the

Schutzman trial was “arrival of true milk” (Schutzman 1986).

As it is over 20 years since these two studies were published, we

concluded that it was not feasible to seek further data from the

trial authors (Ojofeitimi 1982; Schutzman 1986).

Excluded studies

We excluded 23 trials from the review (see the Characteristics

of excluded studies table). We excluded 15 because, on closer

inspection, we identified that there was no exclusively breastfed

group (Bannert 1995; Corchia 1985; Cronenwett 1992; French

2012; Gray-Donald 1985; Kearney 1990; Ly 2006; Rosegger

1985; Rosegger 1986; Sachdev 1991; Schiess 2010; Schmitz 1992;

Schubiger 1997; Simondon 1996; Ziegler 2011). We excluded

four trials that included only preterm infants (Collins 2004;

Howard 2003; Marinelli 2001; Mosley 2001) and two trials that

compared regimes of iron containing foods used (Krebs 2013;

Olaya 2013). We assessed one trial, which on closer inspection,

we considered as not being randomised or quasi-randomised (De

Carvalho 1981). One trial related to effects of counselling in pre-

venting the introduction of other foods or fluids before six months

(de Oliveira 2012).

Risk of bias in included studies

We assessed each trial for quality as outlined in the Methods sec-

tion. We have presented summary descriptions of the assessments

on the risk of bias in Figure 1 and Figure 2, and provided details of

the assessment for each trial in Characteristics of included studies.

Figure 1. Methodological quality graph: review authors’ judgements about each methodological quality

item presented as percentages across all included studies.
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Figure 2. ’Risk of bias’ summary: review authors’ judgements about each risk of bias item for each included

study.
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Allocation

We assessed sequence generation and concealment of allocation as

low risk in two trials (Flaherman 2013; Jonsdottir 2012); high risk

in two trials (Cohen 1994; Dewey 1999); and of unclear risk in

four trials (Martin-Calama 1997; Nicoll 1982; Ojofeitimi 1982;

Schutzman 1986).

Blinding

Given the nature of the interventions, blinding was not possible for

participants and caregivers. There was no information provided

by six of the included trials with regards to whether outcome

assessors were blinded or not (Cohen 1994; Dewey 1999; Martin-

Calama 1997; Nicoll 1982; Ojofeitimi 1982; Schutzman 1986).

Therefore, we assessed these six trials as having an unclear risk of

bias for this domain. For the Jonsdottir trial, while nurses who

collected data on complementary food intakes and anthropometric

outcomes were not blinded to participant group status, those who

undertook all mass spectrometric analyses and isotopic modelling

were blinded, therefore we considered this study as having a low

risk of bias (Jonsdottir 2012). A blinded research assistant assessed

outcome data for the Flaherman trial which we assessed as having

a low risk (Flaherman 2013).

Incomplete outcome data

Two trials reported similar dropout rates between treatment groups

and clearly documented reasons for any incomplete outcome data

and therefore, we assessed these as having a low risk of bias for this

domain (Jonsdottir 2012; Martin-Calama 1997).

We assessed five trials as having an unclear risk of bias (Cohen

1994; Dewey 1999; Flaherman 2013; Nicoll 1982; Schutzman

1986). The published data from the Cohen and Dewey trials re-

port analyses based on compliance with allocation, not intention-

to-treat (Cohen 1994; Dewey 1999). For the Cohen trial, the

dropout rate differed significantly between treatment groups, for

the randomised controlled part of the Dewey trial, dropout rates

between treatment groups were not balanced and there were signif-

icant differences in some patient characteristics, for this domain,

we therefore assessed these two trials as having an unclear risk of

bias. A further trial reported that a high percentage of baby pairs

defaulted and were replaced by further randomised pairs in one of

the three arms of the trial, we therefore also assessed this as having

an unclear risk of bias (Nicoll 1982). No reference to dropouts

was reported in Schutzman 1986, while in Flaherman 2013, in-

formation on missing data was not clearly reported.

In the Ojofeitimi trial, participation was voluntary, and those

mothers who failed to adhere were excluded from the trial (42%);

we therefore assessed this trial as having a high risk of bias for this

domain (Ojofeitimi 1982).

Selective reporting

Six studies reported data on all the outcomes mentioned in the

’Methods’ section of their articles (Cohen 1994; Dewey 1999;

Martin-Calama 1997; Nicoll 1982; Ojofeitimi 1982; Schutzman

1986), though not at all the time periods were mentioned. We did

not retrieve any of the protocols or raw data of these trials and

thus did not identify whether outcomes other than those reported

within the papers were collected but not reported on. We have

therefore assessed this domain as having an unclear risk of bias for

these trials.

The Flaherman and Jonsdottir trials were registered trials with pro-

tocols available (Flaherman 2013; Jonsdottir 2012). The protocol

for the Flaherman trial referred to outcomes of weight nadir and

maternal satisfaction, which are not referred to in the published

trial report, and the introduction to the report refers to effect

on infant weight, however only loss is reported, not any weight

gain. The protocol for the Jonsdottir trial referred to secondary

outcomes of upper respiratory infections and diarrhoeal episodes,

although in one of the published references to this study (Wells

2012) it states “Finally, our study was designed to evaluate growth

and energy intake and not other issues such as development of

dietary preferences, mineral status, or effects on health such as

diarrhoea and allergy”. We therefore assessed these two trials as

having a high risk of bias for this domain.

Other potential sources of bias

In one trial, telephone follow-up at five months was used to collect

data on the exclusiveness and duration of breastfeeding during the

previous 20 weeks, which could be a possible source of recall bias

(Martin-Calama 1997).

Lack of consensus to what is considered a risk level of low serum

glucose in the first few days after birth (Martin-Calama 1997),

and what differentiates between normal stools of a breastfeeding

infant, loose stools and diarrhoea in the absence of indications of

infection (Cohen 1994; Dewey 1999), as well as trialists’ decisions

to consider the exclusively breastfeeding infant as the intervention

rather than supplementation as the intervention, could result in

trialists reporting findings as a morbidity when other researchers

might consider the same findings as normal.

One trial described as a pilot feasibility trial (Flaherman 2013),

had inclusion criteria of weight loss of ≥ 5% in the first few days

after birth, though this is well within the range of normality. This

may have influenced those involved to consider there was a prob-

lem with exclusive breastfeeding when there was not and result

in overuse of formula supplementation as there was no direction

given as to how often to give the supplement beyond “after each

breastfeed”. At the start of the intervention, of those replying (15%

did not reply), 47% of the formula supplementation group and
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32% of the exclusive breastfeeding group had previously planned

to use infant formula in addition to breastfeeding, which may have

affected their motivation to comply with the allocation. Compli-

ance with allocation is not reported. Other variables known to ef-

fect exclusive breastfeeding and weight change, such as birth prac-

tices, information and supports, and skilled assistance, were not

included. Though the effect on weight is an outcome of the trial,

the trial did not include a weighing protocol and relied on weights

routinely collected, which varied as to what time points these were

collected (additional information from trialist). We have therefore

assessed this as having a high risk of bias for this domain.

Effects of interventions

We included eight trials (984 randomised infants or their moth-

ers). The variation in use of outcome measures and timepoints in

different trials, made it difficult to pool results from trials. Six tri-

als (n = 613) provided data on outcomes of interest to this review.

Data could only be combined in a meta-analysis for one secondary

outcome (weight change) for two studies (Cohen 1994; Dewey

1999). The trials that provided outcome data compared exclusively

breastfed infants with breastfed infants who were allowed addi-

tional nutrients in the form of artificial milk (Flaherman 2013),

glucose water/water (Martin-Calama 1997; Nicoll 1982) or solid

foods (Cohen 1994; Dewey 1999; Jonsdottir 2012).

Exclusive breastfeeding versus breastfeeding with

additional foods or fluids (artificial milk, glucose

water/water or solid foods)

Primary outcomes

1. Duration of breastfeeding

This outcome was reported in two trials (209 pairs analysed)

(Flaherman 2013; Martin-Calama 1997). Martin-Calama (n =

170) compared exclusively breastfed infants with breastfed infants

who were allowed additional glucose water. Breastfeeding duration

was evaluated at four, eight, 12, 16 and 20 weeks (and presented

within a graph as % of mothers). We have estimated from the

graph the percentage of mothers breastfeeding at each time period

(see Table 1) and calculated the number of women breastfeed-

ing at each time period from these estimates. The likelihood of

breastfeeding was significantly greater in the exclusive breastfeed-

ing group as compared to the glucose water group across all five

time periods: at four weeks risk ratio (RR) 1.21 (95% confidence

interval (CI) 1.06 to 1.38); at eight weeks RR 1.26 (95% CI 1.04

to 1.53); at 12 weeks RR 1.48 (95% CI 1.16 to 1.89); at 16 weeks

RR 1.54 (95% CI 1.15 to 2.05); at 20 weeks RR 1.45 (95% CI

1.05 to 1.99) (Analysis 2.1). We do note that the trial authors

report that across four to 16 weeks, more infants in the exclusive

breastfeeding at day one to three group were still breastfed than

in the glucose water group, but that this difference disappeared at

the end of 20 weeks (which is not the case in our analysis).

The Flaherman trial (37 to 39 pairs analysed, depending on the

outcome), using an intention-to-treat protocol, compared exclu-

sively breastfed infants with non-exclusively breastfed infants who

were provided with artificial milk and reported fewer infants were

exclusively breastfeeding at one week in the exclusively breastfeed-

ing group (RR 0.58, 95% CI 0.37 to 0.92, P = 0.02), and at three

months (RR 0.44, 95% CI 0.26 to 0.76, P = 0.003) but there was

no significant difference in the proportion of infants continuing

any breastfeeding at three months between groups (RR 0.76, 95%

CI 0.56 to 1.03, P = 0.08) (Flaherman 2013) (Analysis 1.1). We

note that the definition used for exclusive breastfeeding relates to

feeding in the previous 24 hours only. Trialists reported that dur-

ing the first week after birth, newborn infants assigned to sup-

plementation intervention received 116 + 110 mL formula, and

controls (exclusive breastfeeding) received 262 + 411 mL; inter-

vention period began at 24 to 48 hours until 72 to 106 hours of

age.

Jonsdottir 2012 (100 pairs analysed) retrospectively collected in-

formation on total duration of breastfeeding for all infants. How-

ever, we are unable to present these data as they were combined

with data from an additional cohort of infants from a separate

national prospective study.

2. Incidence of infant morbidity

This outcome includes infant morbidities as described by the trial

authors in the included trials: hypo- or hyperthermia, upper res-

piratory illness, diarrhoea, hypo- or hyperglycaemia and iron defi-

ciency anaemia. There are other possible morbidities that were not

included in these trials that we will include if they occur in future

updates. Infant morbidity was reported in five trials (Cohen 1994;

Dewey 1999; Flaherman 2013; Jonsdottir 2012; Martin-Calama

1997) (568 pairs analysed). In a further trial (105 pairs anal-

ysed), bacterial counts in fluids (colostrum and glucose water) and

stools were reported, but there were no actual data on morbidity

(Ojofeitimi 1982).

Jonsdottir measured iron deficiency anaemia (the criteria for iron-

deficiency anaemia (IDA) required that all three indicators met the

following cut-off points: haemoglobin (Hb) ,105 g/L, mean cell

volume (MCV) ,74 fl, and solid food (SF) ,12 mg/L) (Jonsdottir

2012). Two infants had IDA (one in the exclusive breastfeeding

group, one in the complementary foods group; P = 1.00). No

significant differences were seen between groups in iron deficiency

with or without anaemia.

Hypothermia or hyperthermia

The infants’ mean maximum temperature and mean minimum

temperatures were reported at 72 hours of age by Martin-Calama
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1997 (170 pairs analysed). The mean maximum and minimum

temperature were statistically significantly higher in the exclusive

breastfeeding group than in the glucose water group; maximum

mean difference (MD) 0.10 degree (95% CI 0.01 to 0.19) and

minimum MD 0.10 degree (95% CI 0.02 to 0.18), respectively (

Analysis 2.2; Analysis 2.3). The trial author states that three infants

(1%, all in the exclusively breastfed group) had a temperature

exceeding 38 degrees C, (the level generally accepted as fever).

There was no significant difference in the reported incidence of

febrile illness from nought to three months between the exclusive

and the first few days supplemented groups in the trial by Flaher-

man (n = 38, RR 1.50, 95% CI 0.28 to 7.99, P = 0.63) (Flaherman

2013) (Analysis 1.2).

The prevalence (percentage of days) of fever in infants aged from 16

to 26 weeks was reported by Dewey (119 pairs analysed) (Dewey

1999). There was no significant difference between groups in the

percentage of days with fever (MD 0.70 day, 95% CI -2.00 to

3.40) (Analysis 3.1).

Upper respiratory illness

In one trial, Cohen (141 pairs analysed) reported narratively (no

data provided) that upper respiratory illness was relatively uncom-

mon; the prevalence was approximately 4% of days between 16

and 26 weeks. The trial authors reported that the additional food

group had a lower prevalence of respiratory illness than the ex-

clusively breastfed group (P = 0.05), which reflected a difference

in coughs (P < 0.01). When fever accompanied a respiratory ill-

ness (less than 1% of days), there was no difference in prevalence

among groups (Cohen 1994).

Cough

The prevalence (percentage of days) of cough in infants was re-

ported by Dewey (119 pairs analysed) from 16 to 26 weeks (Dewey

1999). There was no significant difference between groups in the

percentage of days with cough (MD -3.10, 95% CI -10.72 to

4.52) (Analysis 3.2).

Congestion

The prevalence (percentage of days) of congestion in infants was

reported by Dewey from 16 to 26 weeks (Dewey 1999). There was

no significant difference between groups in the percentage of days

with congestion (MD -3.60, 95% CI -10.61 to 3.41) (Analysis

3.3).

Nasal discharge

The prevalence (percentage of days) of nasal discharge in infants

was reported by Dewey from 16 to 26 weeks (Dewey 1999). There

was no significant difference between groups in the percentage

of days with nasal discharge (MD -4.20, 95% CI -9.53 to 1.13)

(Analysis 3.4).

Hoarseness

The prevalence (percentage of days) of hoarseness in infants was

reported by Dewey from 16 to 26 weeks (Dewey 1999). There

was no significant difference between groups in the percentage of

days with hoarseness (MD -0.10, 95% CI -2.04 to 1.84) (Analysis

3.5).

Diarrhoea

The prevalence (percentage of days) of diarrhoea in infants was

reported by Dewey (119 pairs analysed) from 16 to 26 weeks (

Dewey 1999). The trial authors used a nonparametric test for non-

normally distributed data when analysing this outcome, therefore

we have not entered it into the RevMan analysis. They report that

the greater prevalence of diarrhoea (defined by the researchers as

more than three liquid stools per day) was statistically significantly

more common in the exclusive breastfeeding group (percentage of

days, mean (SD)), 5.4% +/- 8.5% versus 2.8% +/- 5.4% in the solid

food group (P < 0.05). The difference was marginally statistically

significant (2.9% +/- 5.0% in the exclusive breastfeeding group

compared with 1.4% +/- 3.0% in the solid food group, P = 0.07)

when diarrhoea was defined as more than five liquid stools per

day. They state that the difference in proportion of days with

diarrhoea was due to a difference in the number of episodes (no

data provided), not to the duration of episodes (Dewey 1999).

Cohen (141 pairs analysed) did not report any morbidity data

but narratively reported that diarrhoea was relatively uncommon,

with a prevalence of approximately 4% of days between 16 and

26 weeks and that morbidity from diarrhoeal disease was similar

among groups (Cohen 1994).

Hypoglycaemia or hyperglycaemia

In one trial (170 analysed), the mean serum (capillary) glucose

level was calculated at six, 12, 24 and 48 hours (Martin-Calama

1997). There were statistically significantly higher values found in

the glucose water group than in the exclusive breastfeeding group

at six, 12 and 24 hours (MD -0.29 mmol/L, 95% CI -0.56 to -

0.02); (MD -0.47, 95% CI -0.70 to -0.24); (MD -0.34, 95% CI

-0.60 to -0.08), respectively (Analysis 2.5). However, at 48 hours

there was no longer a significant difference (MD -0.24, 95% CI -

0.51 to 0.03).

Martin-Calama reported the number of episodes of hypoglycaemia

(serum glucose less than 2.2 mmol/L) recorded at six, 12, 24 and
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48 hours (Martin-Calama 1997). There were no statistically sig-

nificant differences in the number of episodes between groups at

either six, 12, 24 or 48 hours, (RR 2.39, 95% CI 0.48 to 11.96);

(RR 14.32, 95% CI 0.83 to 246.80); (RR 0.64, 95% CI 0.11 to

3.71); (RR 2.86, 95% CI 0.30 to 26.97), respectively (Analysis

2.4). The trial authors state there was no case of serum glucose

levels under 1.7 mmol/L in either of the two groups and no cases

presented hypoglycaemic symptoms.

3. Infant mortality (at discharge, 28 days or one year)

None of the included studies reported on this outcome.

4. Physiological jaundice, absence or presence, and if

present, duration (days) (as defined in the Background)

None of the included studies reported on this outcome.

Secondary outcomes

1. Weight change (kg) (as defined by trial authors)

Weight loss (g) was reported by Martin-Calama (170 pairs anal-

ysed). At six, 12, 24 and 48 hours there was a statistically signif-

icantly greater weight loss in the exclusive breastfeeding group as

compared to the glucose water group, (six hours) MD 7.00 g (95%

CI 0.76 to 13.24); (12 hours) MD 11.50 g (95% CI 1.71 to 21.29);

(24 hours) MD 13.40 g (95% CI 0.43 to 26.37); (48 hours) MD

32.50 g (95% CI 12.91 to 52.09), respectively (Martin-Calama

1997). However, at 72 hours, there was no statistically significant

difference between the groups in infant weight loss (MD -3.00 g,

95% CI -26.83 to 20.83) (Analysis 2.6).

The percentage weight loss was reported by Nicoll (44 pairs anal-

ysed) on day three and five for each of the three groups (Nicoll

1982). The authors state that the percentage weight loss on day

three was statistically significantly lower in the additional glucose

water group compared to the exclusive breastfeeding group and

the water supplemented group (presumed by trial authors to be

due to marginally greater hydration), the authors also state that

this difference was not apparent by day five. When we analysed the

data from the glucose water and the water groups as one interven-

tion arm, and compared this to the exclusive breastfeeding group,

we found no significant difference in weight loss between exclusive

breastfeeding group and the combined supplemented group on ei-

ther day three or day five (MD 1.03%, 95% CI -0.18 to 2.24) and

(MD 0.20%, 95% CI -1.18 to 1.58), respectively (Nicoll 1982)

(Analysis 2.7).

Infant weight gain (g) from 16 to 26 weeks was reported by

both Cohen (we combined data for the supplemented groups into

one single group) and Dewey (260 pairs analysed) (Cohen 1994;

Dewey 1999). We found no significant difference between groups

(MD 39.48 g, 95% CI -49.48 to 128.43) (Analysis 3.6).

Infant weight gain from four to six months was also reported by

Jonsdottir (100 pairs analysed) as z scores. There was no signifi-

cant difference between the complementary foods group at four

months and the exclusive breastfeeding to six months group, MD

0.01 (95% CI -0.13 to 0.15) (Jonsdottir 2012) (Analysis 3.7).

Furthermore, the trial authors reported that the introduction of

complementary foods at four months did not affect the prevalence

of overweight children at 18 months (P = 0.74) or 29 to 38 months

of age (P = 0.36).

2. Duration of hospital stay (days)

None of the included studies reported on this outcome.

3. Maternal self-confidence in breastfeeding (however

assessed in individual trials)

One of the included studies (39 analysed pairs) reported on this

outcome with a modified breastfeeding self-efficacy score show-

ing no significant difference a few days after the intervention of

supplementation with formula in the first week after birth (, MD

0.10, 95% CI -0.34 to 0.54, P = 0.66) (Flaherman 2013) (Analysis

1.3).

As part of the larger study of mothers of low birthweight infants

in Honduras (Dewey 1999), the mothers’ reactions to attempting

to breastfeed exclusively for four or six months and the obstacles

they encountered were explored using interviews, focus groups

and views of the field workers (Cohen 1999). The study authors

narratively reported that at two weeks 87% of the mothers said that

they were confident in their ability/desire to breastfeed exclusively,

rising to 96% to 97% at eight to 12 weeks, with those who did not

maintain exclusive breastfeeding being less confident. Confidence

is not reported by the groups of exclusive breastfeeding to six

months and additional foods from four months.

There may be a lack of confidence in exclusive breastfeeding for six

months and later outcomes. A higher number of parents in the ex-

clusive breastfeeding group expressed concerns about their child’s

development or behavioural status at 18 months (44% exclusive

breastfeeding group versus 17% complementary foods group),

though the difference was not significant when adjusted for base-

line differences (P = 0.08), and at 30 to 35 months, 19% exclu-

sive breastfeeding group versus 2% complementary foods group),

which remained significant after adjustment (P = 0.03), however

no significant intergroup differences in the children’s developmen-

tal measures were found (Jonsdottir 2012).

4. Maximum serum bilirubin levels

Plasma bilirubin on day six (µmol/L) was reported in one trial (44

analysed pairs) (Nicoll 1982). For this three-arm trial, we have

presented data for the supplemented groups combined. There was

no significant difference for mean plasma bilirubin levels between

the exclusively breastfed group compared to the additional water
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and the glucose water groups combined (MD -18.84, 95% CI -

39.03 to 1.35) (Analysis 2.8).

5. Phototherapy in hospital or home setting if required,

absence or presence, and if present, duration (days)

None of the included studies reported on this outcome.

D I S C U S S I O N

Summary of main results

We included eight trials with a total of 984 randomised women/

infants in the review; five trials related to the first few days after

birth and three trials focused on four-to six-month-old infants.

Two trials were carried out in Honduras, two in the USA and one

in each of Spain, Nigeria, Iceland and the UK.

The two trials (217 analysed women-infants) (Martin-Calama

1997; Nicoll 1982) that related to the first few days after birth did

not provide evidence that the practice of giving additional fluids,

as water or glucose water, was of benefit to the newborn infant,

and one trial showed possible risk in that the additional fluids

may contribute to a reduction in the duration of breastfeeding (P

< 0.01) (Martin-Calama 1997). In contrast, one trial (39 infants

analysed) in the first few days after birth indicated that the infants

assigned to supplementation by pre-filled feeding syringe with 10

mL of hydrolysed formula after every feed at the breast were likely

to show higher rates of breastfeeding at one week and at three

months than for those infants assigned to exclusive breastfeeding

(control) in the first one to four days after birth (Flaherman 2013).

The trial authors point out the limitations in this pilot study of the

small sample size, the overall high breastfeeding duration among

the population from which the sample was drawn, the willing-

ness of the women to be assigned to exclusive breastfeeding or to

supplemented breastfeeding, and the lack of assessment of later

health outcomes or duration of breastfeeding past three months,

concluding that further research is needed to answer questions on

the effects of this intervention on outcomes.

Comparing the exclusively breastfed and the glucose water sup-

plemented groups, there was a statistically significant difference

in temperature at 72 hours. However, this difference of 0.1 de-

gree is likely not to be at a clinically significant level; as might

be expected, serum glucose levels were higher in the infants who

received glucose supplements in the first 24 hours, though there

was no significant difference at 48 hours; there was no evidence of

significant difference in the number of episodes of hypoglycaemia

in the first 48 hours between groups (Martin-Calama 1997). New-

born weight change showed, by day three, no significant differ-

ences between groups (Martin-Calama 1997; Nicoll 1982); and

maximum serum bilirubin levels on day six showed no significant

difference between groups (Nicoll 1982). Martin-Calama 1997

also points out the lack of consensus to what is considered a risk

level of low serum glucose in the first few days, and that hypogly-

caemic symptoms were not present even in those cases with lower

serum levels. In interpreting the results, there may be the assump-

tion that higher glucose levels are better and thus the exclusively

breastfed infant is possibly at risk; similarly that higher weight gain

is beneficial. However, it could be interpreted that non-exclusively

breastfed infants with higher glucose levels and weight gains are

the infants at possible risk, particularly in relation to longer-term

health outcomes related to obesity and diabetes.

Two related trials (n = 260 analysed pairs) reporting on infants

16 to 26 weeks reported that infant weight gain (g) from 16 to

26 weeks was not significantly different between the exclusively

breastfed and the additional foods groups (Cohen 1994; Dewey

1999). In addition to this, a further trial (100 analysed pairs) re-

porting on infant weight gain (z score) from four to six months

also found no significant difference between the exclusive breast-

feeding to six months and the complementary foods from four

months (Jonsdottir 2012). Thus, there does not appear to be evi-

dence to support the practice of giving supplemental foods at 16

to 26 weeks to improve weight gain, nor to reduce the risk of being

overweight. One trial (n = 100 analysed pairs) of exclusive breast-

feeding versus complementary foods from four months showed

no significant difference between groups for iron deficiency, with

or without anaemia (Jonsdottir 2012).

The results from one trial involving healthy low birthweight in-

fants (n = 119) from 16 to 26 weeks showed that there was no

statistically significant difference in morbidity from upper respi-

ratory symptoms of cough, congestion, nasal discharge or hoarse-

ness or fever between the exclusive breastfeeding group and the

group receiving additional foods (Dewey 1999). A similar trial in-

volving healthy term infants with a birthweight at least 2000 g (n

= 152) reported narratively that upper respiratory illness was rel-

atively uncommon, though the additional food group had lower

prevalence of coughs (P < 0.01) (Cohen 1994). The study authors

discuss how differences in definitions may effect their conclusions;

for example, cough may result from irritation due to the high levels

of smoke from fires in the home and not necessarily an infection.

In a later article reporting on another aspect of the same study of

healthy term infants (Cohen 1995a), the authors state there was

no significant difference between the groups for upper respira-

tory illness, which may indicate the early finding of difference for

coughs was not considered sufficiently robust to include in later

publications. The percentage of days that infants 16 to 26 weeks

had diarrhoea (reported by mother and defined as more than three

liquid stools/day) was higher in the exclusive breastfeeding than

the additional foods groups (P > 0.05) in one trial Dewey 1999),

though not in the other trial (Cohen 1994). The study authors

highlight that the infants in the additional feeds groups received

commercially prepared jars of food and that the more normal situ-

ation of using home-prepared foods from the local culture, with a
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potentially higher bacterial load, might have a higher prevalence of

diarrhoea. The study authors also discuss how differences in def-

initions of diarrhoea may affect their conclusions (Cohen 1994;

Dewey 1999). Breastfeeding infants normally have stools that are

more frequent and softer than infants who are fed on cow’s milk

feeds. The definition of what is considered abnormal can affect

the interpretation of the findings. Relying on maternal diagnosis

of infant illness and maternal recall of any illness over the previous

three weeks may result in recall bias.

There was no difference in maternal perception of their breast-

feeding self-efficacy between the exclusive breastfeeding and the

supplemented groups when assessed at one week, which does not

appear to support the trial investigators’ view that a (exclusively

breastfed) newborn who “appears fussy and hungry may exacer-

bate maternal milk supply concern” and thus the intervention

of scheduled supplementation would reduce maternal concerns

(Flaherman 2013). In Jonsdottir 2012, parents in the group exclu-

sively breastfeeding for six months had significantly more concerns

about their child’s development or behavioural status at 18 months

and at 30 to 35 months, despite developmental tests showing no

differences between groups. Reasons for the parental concern are

not discussed and mention is made by the trial investigator of low

iron levels contributing to developmental delay, though neither

iron deficiency anaemia or developmental delay was found among

the children, which raises a question if parents are receiving infor-

mation from health workers or commercial marketing that imply

exclusively breastfeeding for six months could result in lack of iron

and later developmental concerns.

We found no trials that reported on infant mortality, duration of

physiological jaundice, duration of hospital stay or duration of

phototherapy.

Quality of the evidence

We have included eight trials, with a total of 984 analysed women

and infants pairs in this review. Some information is from studies

at unclear risk of bias, and this may be sufficient to affect the

interpretation of the results. Further details are listed in the ’Risk

of bias’ tables (Characteristics of included studies) and summary

graphs of methodological quality (Figure 1; Figure 2). Only six of

the eight trials included usable data (Cohen 1994; Dewey 1999;

Flaherman 2013; Jonsdottir 2012; Martin-Calama 1997; Nicoll

1982). Despite the possible methodological concerns, it should be

noted that the included randomised controlled trials are overall

methodologically superior to the many small observational studies

and opinions often used as evidence for practice. The Cohen and

Dewey studies report the training and process used to improve

reliability of measurements by observers and consistency of data

collection to reduce random error.

We had concerns about the quality of the Flaherman trial

(Flaherman 2013), described as a pilot study to test feasibility. El-

igibilty for the trial was more than 5% weight loss at anytime in

the first 36 hours after birth though a 5% weight loss is within the

range of accepted normality. The trial relied on weights collected

routinely during hospital stay and did no weighing specific to

time periods reported on in the trial (additional information from

trial investigators). There was a lack of definition of breastfeeding

and particularly of exclusive breastfeeding. The rates of exclusive

breastfeeding dropped from week one to one month then increased

in the both groups in month two and dropped in month three.

This implies the definition of exclusive breastfeeding was not in

accordance with World Health Organization guidelines in which

once an infant receives supplements it cannot go back to a category

of exclusive breastfeeding. The actual amount of supplement used

in the first week was much higher in the control group compared

to the intervention group (mean 262 mL versus 116 mL), which

raised questions about adherence to protocol; which were not re-

sponded to when trial investigators were asked for further details.

There was no definition of a “feed” thus the instruction to give

the 10 mL of supplement “after each feed” could be eight times,

12 times or more and thus variable quantities consumed. As the

supplement was given by pre-loaded syringe the infant was not

able to refuse the supplement if already content with the amount

of breast milk received.

Three of the eight included studies provided no information on

funding sources in their published papers (Martin-Calama 1997;

Ojofeitimi 1982; Schutzman 1986). Nicoll states that supplemen-

tary feeds used in the study were provided by Wyeth Laboratories

(Nicoll 1982). Flaherman reports funding from the National In-

stitute of Children Health and Human Development; if there was

support for the provision of the intervention formula in pre-filled

syringes is not stated (Flaherman 2013). Cohen reports support

from the Thrasher Research Fund, WHO, UNICEF Honduras,

and Institute for Reproductive Health Washington DC under a

grant from USAID; complementary jars of food were provided at

reduced cost by Gerber Products Co (Cohen 1994). Dewey reports

support from UNICEF and Wellstart International under a grant

from USAID; support for the provision of jars of complementary

food not stated (Dewey 1999). Jonsdottir 2012 received support

from Mead Johnson and the Eimskip Fund of the University of

Iceland.

Potential biases in the review process

We applied a search strategy to identify all potential trials. How-

ever, although we identified eight trials, we were unable to extract

several relevant outcome data prespecified in our protocol. Some

of these outcome measures were most likely not ascertained dur-

ing the trial; however, others could have been collected but not

reported. For the studies over 10 years since publication we did not

contact the primary investigators to obtain any additional data.

Otherwise, to minimise bias, we followed the methodology for

systematic reviews outlined in theCochrane Handbook for System-
atic Reviews of Interventions (Higgins 2011).
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Agreements and disagreements with other
studies or reviews

A review to systematically evaluate the effect of supplemental flu-

ids or feedings during the first days of life on the overall breastfeed-

ing duration and rate of exclusive breastfeeding among healthy

infants was conducted in 2006 (Szajewska 2006). The Szajewska

2006 review only included one of the trials (Martin-Calama 1997)

eligible for inclusion in this Cochrane review and concluded that

there is insufficient evidence to form conclusions about the effect

of brief exposure to additional food or fluids or both on infant

health and the duration of breastfeeding.

One small pilot study included in this review (Flaherman 2013)

presents data that would be in disagreement with findings of other

studies (such as those cited in the Background) and with recom-

mendations of professional, national and international organisa-

tions.

This review did not provide any disagreements with the Cochrane

review by Kramer which included both observational studies and

trials examining exclusive breastfeeding versus earlier introduc-

tion of complementary foods (Kramer 2002). This Kramer review

forms the basis for the World Health Organization recommenda-

tions, and thus numerous other recommendations, that exclusive

breastfeeding is recommended for the first six months after birth.

A U T H O R S ’ C O N C L U S I O N S

Implications for practice

The results from the studies found for this review found no ev-

idence of benefit related to glucose levels, temperature, weight

loss (Martin-Calama 1997; Nicoll 1982). to newborn infants

and possible negative effects on the duration of breastfeeding

(Martin-Calama 1997) from the brief use of additional water or

glucose water for the healthy breastfeeding baby in the first few

days after birth ). Nicoll highlighted concerns about the quantity

of glucose water used, up to 70 mL/kg/day, when given based on

the mother’s or staff perception of the need for the supplement

(Nicoll 1982). Giving large amounts of water/glucose water may

displace nutrients that would be provided by milk. These study

authors also point out the cost of providing additional fluids to

healthy newborn infants. The publication of the report by Flaher-

man generated published responses from professional associations

and individual health professionals highlighting how this trial had

design issues and contrary to established international guidelines

of infant care. As the trial was a small sample with methodolog-

ical questions arising, the trial authors stated that further studies

would be needed before there was sufficient evidence to suggest

that existing guidelines should be altered (Flaherman 2013).

The three trials (360 infants analysed) Cohen 1994; Dewey 1999;

Jonsdottir 2012 reporting on infants 16 to 26 weeks did not pro-

vide sufficiently high-quality data to provide evidence of benefit

to the infant in giving additional foods from 16 to 26 weeks ver-

sus exclusive breastfeeding to 26 weeks, nor any risks related to

morbidity or weight gain during this time.

This review did not find any evidence for disagreement with the

recommendation of the World Health Organization and other

international health associations (WHO 2003) that, as a general

policy exclusive breastfeeding, without additional foods or fluids,

should be recommended for the first six months after birth.

Implications for research

In the previous version of this review we stated that older tri-

als and “more recent observational studies and theoretical con-

structs indicate possible negative effects from supplementation of

the breastfeeding infant in the first few months, and combined

with recommendations from international health authorities to

avoid supplementation unless for a clear medical need, it may now

be considered unethical to conduct a trial in which an infant is

randomised to receive supplements solely for the purpose of the

trial (Becker 2011)”. However one trial in this updated review did

provide supplements for the purpose of their trial, which was a

pilot study. The negative reaction to this trial from professional

associations and individual health professionals may affect further

research conducted on routine formula supplementation in the

first few days after birth, though supplementation for infants ex-

periencing weight loss with own mother’s expressed milk or donor

human milk remains an area to be investigated (Furman 2013;

Merewood 2013; Smith 2013; Stuebe 2013).

Though not an outcome included in this review, supplementing

the breastfeeding infant may have effects on the mother that could

include engorgement, mastitis, earlier return of fertility, nutri-

tional status, and maternal use of time as well as maternal mental

health and financial effects related to duration of breastfeeding.

These maternal aspects could be examined in any future research

on this topic. This review did not examine an effect of the method

by which any supplement was given, though the use of an artifical

teat may affect infant sucking skills, contributing to breastfeed-

ing difficulties as well as introducing a potential source of infec-

tion and a potential confounder related to morbidity. This review

looked at studies up to the infant age of six months. The addition

of non-human milk, other fluids and foods into the infant’s im-

mature system may have long-term effects on the gastrointestinal

development, metabolic and immunological status of the child

(Horta 2007). It would be valuable if in future studies the longer-

term effects were also considered.
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C H A R A C T E R I S T I C S O F S T U D I E S

Characteristics of included studies [ordered by study ID]

Cohen 1994

Methods RCT. 3-arm trial. Parallel design.

Participants Low-income communities in San Pedro Sula, Honduras. Primiparous, breastfeeding

mothers and their infants (n = 152) recruited from public maternity hospitals

Interventions Trial from 4 to 6 months and longitudinal study of infants from birth to 12 months

At 16 weeks, infants assigned to:

1. control (exclusive breastfeeding to 26 weeks; no other liquids (water, milk or

formula) or solids);

2. solid foods (introduction of solid foods at 16 weeks, with ad libitum

breastfeeding); or

3. solid foods and maintenance (introduction of solid foods at 16 weeks with

maintenance of pre-intervention breastfeeding frequency).

After 6 months, mothers continued to breastfeed and also fed their infants

Outcomes Infant weight measured weekly between 16 and 26 weeks and monthly from 7 to 12

months. Infant length measured at 16, 21 and 26 weeks and monthly from 4 to 12

months

Infant motor development following 10 motor milestones.

Maternal height and weight measured at birth of infant and weight was re-measured

according to the infant weight measurement schedule. Maternal supra-iliac and thigh

skinfold thickness and circumference at the bust, below the bust, waist and hip were

measured at 16, 21 and 26 weeks. Maternal % body fat measured at each timepoint

Breast milk intake measured by test weighing for 48 hours at 4, 5 and 6 months. After

this period, breast milk samples were collected for 24 hours and samples were pooled

and frozen for later lipid and lactose analysis. For the solid food groups, solid food intake

measured at 19, 24 and 26 weeks

Infant morbidity was tabulated at 4-6 months and 6-12 months. Morbidity prevalence

was calculated as % of days ill in each category of illness (diarrhoea, fever and upper-

respiratory illness)

Notes

Risk of bias

Bias Authors’ judgement Support for judgement

Random sequence generation (selection

bias)

High risk By week of birth (i.e. all infants born in the same

week were randomly assigned to the same group)

Allocation concealment (selection bias) High risk Participants were not informed of their assignment

until they had completed the first (non-RCT) sec-

tion of the study
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Cohen 1994 (Continued)

Blinding of outcome assessment (detection

bias)

All outcomes

Unclear risk No information available.

Incomplete outcome data (attrition bias)

All outcomes

Unclear risk 152 women entered the intervention trial, 11 (7%)

dropped out prior to 26 weeks (9, 1, and 1 in the

EBF, SF, and SF-M groups, respectively; P < 0.01).

Reasons for leaving the study between 16 weeks and

26 weeks were reported: 2 had to return to work

(both in EBF) and 5 were refused permission to

continue participating (4 EBF and 1 SF-M). The

other 4 (3 EBF and 1 SF) were excluded because

they did not exclusively breastfeed (or introduced

other milks in the SF group). Characteristics of non-

participants who dropped out at commencement of

the intervention trial were similar to those of par-

ticipants

141 participants completed the study (50 EBF, 47

SF, 44 SF-M). 20% of infants weighed less than

2500 g at birth. The groups were similar in infant

birthweight and sex; maternal age, weight, BMI, ed-

ucation, and marital status; and household income.

Mothers in the SF-M group were less likely to have

received prenatal care than mothers in the 2 other

groups

Selective reporting (reporting bias) Unclear risk Data on all the outcomes mentioned in the ’Meth-

ods’ section of the published papers were reported.

We did not retrieve the protocol or raw data of the

trial and thus did not identify whether outcomes

other than those reported within the published pa-

pers were collected but not reported on

Other bias Low risk No issues.

Dewey 1999

Methods Prospective observational study followed by a randomised intervention trial (from 4 to

6 months). 2-arm. Parallel design

Participants 222 (of which 128 were eligible for the intervention phase of the study) full-term (
>
=

to 37 weeks’ gestation) low birthweight infants (weighing 1500-2500 g at birth) from

2 maternity hospitals in San Pedro Sula, Honduras whose mothers (aged
>
= 15 years of

age) were willing to exclusively breastfeed for 6 months and were not planning to work

outside the home
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Dewey 1999 (Continued)

Interventions At 16 weeks of age, infants who were still exclusively breastfed were randomly assigned to

1 of 2 groups: (1) continued exclusive breastfeeding to 6 months, or (2) complementary

feeding (solid foods) plus breastfeeding from 4 to 6 months, with mothers encouraged

to maintain baseline (16 week) breastfeeding frequency

Outcomes Growth and morbidity from 16 to 26 weeks were assessed for all infants. Morbidity data

collected by maternal recall of illness symptoms (weekly)

Blood samples collected at 2, 4, 6 months of age. Any infants identified as anaemic, i.e.

Hb < 100 g/L, were given iron supplements and re-tested 2 weeks later

Daily diary of infants stool frequency and consistency were recorded by the mothers

For a sub-sample (n = 63) measurements of breast milk intake and composition and total

energy intake at 16 and 26 weeks were completed

At 26 weeks, intake of solid foods by infants in the complementary feeding plus breast-

feeding group was also determined

Infant motor development following 10 motor milestones.

Maternal height (at time of birth) and weight (weekly).

Maternal consumption of any vitamin and mineral supplements were recorded

Duration of lactational amenorrhoea.

Assessment of attitudes of mothers to exclusive breastfeeding

After the intervention phase, infant growth was measured monthly until 12 months of

age

Notes

Risk of bias

Bias Authors’ judgement Support for judgement

Random sequence generation (selection

bias)

High risk Assigned by week of birth (i.e. all infants

born in the same week were assigned to the

same group)

Allocation concealment (selection bias) High risk Participants were not informed of their as-

signment until they had completed the first

(non-RCT) section of the study

Blinding of outcome assessment (detection

bias)

All outcomes

Unclear risk Not stated for outcome assessors, although

appears to be same researchers at all points

Incomplete outcome data (attrition bias)

All outcomes

Unclear risk For RCT part of study n = 128 at 4

months (study commencement). By the

end of study 9 (8 in the EBF group) had

dropped out with 119 completing study

to 6 months. Mothers in the EBF group

dropped out because: they moved away (n

= 3), they went back to work (n = 2),

they never intended to exclusively breast-
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Dewey 1999 (Continued)

feed (n = 1), they felt they were losing too

much weight (n = 1). The 1 participant

who dropped out of the SF group did so

because she did not want to continue

There were no significant differences be-

tween the 119 participants and the 9 drop-

outs in infant sex, gestational age, ponderal

index, or weight and length gains from

birth to 16 weeks, nor in maternal height,

BMI, income or prenatal care

However, dropouts had significantly lower

birthweights, head circumferences, Apgar

scores at 5 min, and maternal ages

Of those who remained in the study

through 6 months, 44% were male, and

mean values were 2364 +/- 137 g for birth-

weight, 23.3 +/- 3.3 kg/m2 for maternal

BMI, and 5.7 +/- 2.7 years for maternal ed-

ucation

The sample sizes at 4 and 6 months for the

blood indices analysed using frozen sam-

ples were smaller than those analysed im-

mediately (Hb, Hct and MCV) because

of a robbery (of the freezer with con-

tents) at the Honduras facility near the

end of data collection. This resulted in a

loss of approximately 30% of the 4-month

samples and approximately 30% of the

6-month samples. To determine whether

these losses introduced bias, the authors

evaluated whether the characteristics of

those with lost samples at 4 or 6 months

differed from those with complete data in

either intervention group. There was lit-

tle indication that the loss of samples in-

troduced bias in interpreting the effect of

the intervention. Nevertheless, data were

analysed in 2 ways: considering only those

with information available at both 4 and 6

months, and considering all samples avail-

able at 6 months

Selective reporting (reporting bias) Unclear risk Data on all the outcomes mentioned in the

’Methods’ section of the published papers

were reported. We did not retrieve the pro-

tocol or raw data of the trial and thus did

not identify whether outcomes other than

those reported within the published papers

were collected but not reported on
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Dewey 1999 (Continued)

Other bias Low risk No issues.

Flaherman 2013

Methods RCT, 2-arm, parallel design. 2-4 days in first week after birth with follow-up to 3 months.

Designed to be a pilot to test feasibility

Participants 40 exclusively breastfeeding healthy term infants > 37 weeks’ gestation, 24 to 48 hours

old, who had lost > 5% birthweight before 36 hours of age were randomly assigned to

continue exclusive breastfeeding n = 20 (control) or to receive formula supplementation

n = 20 (intervention)

”Infants were excluded if [at time of enrolment] they had lost > 10% of their birthweight,

had received formula or water, required a higher level of care than a Level 1 nursery or

had mothers who were ,18 years old, could not speak English or Spanish, or were making

mature milk as assessed by a previously validated technique“

2 hospitals California, USA.

Interventions “Early limited formula (ELF) intervention (10 mL formula by syringe after each breast-

feeding and discontinued when mature milk production began) or control (continued

exclusive breastfeeding).”

Nutramigen infant formula (stated as “extensively hydrolyzed”)

Outcomes Breastfeeding and formula use at 1 week and 1, 2, and 3 months. (Duration of breast-

feeding)

Weight nadir in protocol, only weight loss reported (at age not stated)

Maternal breastfeeding self-efficacy at 1 week.

Incidence of febrile illness.

Notes Further details sought from trialist with some response.

Risk of bias

Bias Authors’ judgement Support for judgement

Random sequence generation (selection

bias)

Low risk “The allocation sequence for randomisa-

tion was generated by an independent bio-

statistician stratified on location; assign-

ments were placed into sealed opaque en-

velopes by an independent administrative

assistant.“

Allocation concealment (selection bias) Low risk ”Immediately after enrolment, a study in-

vestigator opened the sequential envelope

in the presence of a second investigator and

revealed the randomisation arm.”
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Flaherman 2013 (Continued)

Blinding of outcome assessment (detection

bias)

All outcomes

Low risk “A blinded research assistant assessed out-

comes at 1 week and 1, 2, and 3 months.”

Unfeasible to blind participant or person-

nel.

Incomplete outcome data (attrition bias)

All outcomes

Unclear risk 1-3 infants were missing data at various fol-

low-up time points according to the pub-

lished table with no information regarding

which group, or if the same participants

were missing data at multiple points, or

different participants at each point. Infor-

mation requested from trialist but was not

available

Selective reporting (reporting bias) High risk Lack of definition of breastfeeding and

particularly of exclusive breastfeeding. The

rates of exclusive breastfeeding dropped

from week 1 to 1 month then increased in

the both groups in month 2 and dropped

in month 3. This implies the definition of

exclusive breastfeeding was not in accor-

dance with WHO guidelines. The control

group of exclusive breastfeeding may have

received infant formula as only 53% of this

group were exclusively breastfeeding by the

end of week 1 and the amount of formula

used in the control group in the first week

was over double the amount used in the in-

tervention group

Other bias High risk Protocol as ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier

NCT00952328 listed primary outcome as:

Is infant receiving exclusively breast milk at

8 days of life, published paper refers to “1

week”. Protocol “Both groups will receive

intensive lactation support” - published re-

port does not mention “intensive” support

Small sample size. Only 62% of those re-

plying (6 out of 40 did not reply) at the start

of the intervention had planned to exclu-

sively breastfeed which may have affected

their motivation to comply with the alloca-

tion. There were more multiparous women

in the intervention group than the control

group (70% vs 50%) and previous experi-

ence of breastfeeding is a well established

predictor of subsequent feeding

Effect on weight was an outcome however,
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Flaherman 2013 (Continued)

the study did not specifically weigh infants;

used hospital routine weights, and only re-

ported loss, not gain

Inclusion criteria was weight loss of ≥ 5%

though this is well within the range of nor-

mality, and no infant in the study had a

medical reason for supplementation. Un-

clear what was the support provided for

breastfeeding, if mothers were instructed

regarding how often to feed, to express milk

if infant was not feeding well etc. No infor-

mation on birth practices that may have af-

fected commencing breastfeeding. No def-

inition of a “feed” thus the instruction to

give the 10 mL of supplement “after each

feed” could be 8 times, 12 times or more

and thus variable quantities consumed. As

supplement was given by syringe the infant

was not able to refuse the supplement if

already content with the amount of breast

milk received

Funding: Supported by grants 5 K12

HD052 and 1K23HD059818-01A1 from

the National Institute of Children Health

and Human Development. 1 of the trialists

has served as a paid consultant to 4 com-

panies in the formula industry including

the company producing the supplemental

formula used in the intervention. Report

does not state if formula was supplied by

the company or purchased; some partici-

pants were provided with small amounts of

the formula to continue supplementation

for a short time after discharge from hospi-

tal (“about 12 ounces” from additional in-

formation from trialists)

Jonsdottir 2012

Methods RCT. 2-arm. Parallel design.

Participants 119 randomly assigned at 4 months. Full-term (≥ to 37 weeks’ gestation)

61 were allocated to the CF group and 58 to the EBF group. Although 1 mother-infant

pair was incorrectly instructed to group EBF and was therefore analysed in the EBF

group, so N = 60 for CF; N = 59 for EBF

At a screening visit all mothers stated willing to continue to exclusively breastfeed to 6

months
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Jonsdottir 2012 (Continued)

Interventions At 4 months of age, infants who were still exclusively breastfed were randomly assigned

to 1 of 2 groups: (1) continued exclusive breastfeeding to 6 months, or (2) CF (solid

foods) plus breastfeeding from 4 to 6 months

Exclusive breastfeeding was defined as breastfeeding with no additional liquid or solid

foods other than vitamins and medications,

Outcomes For the CF group, mothers kept a diary to indicate the date that every new food item was

added to the infant’s diet from the time of enrolment into the study until 6 months of

age. A 3-day weighted food record was obtained when the infant reached approximately

5 months and 1 week of age. Energy and nutrient information were calculated

For both groups

Anthropometric assessment: included infant’s weight, length and head circumference.

Measured at birth, 6 weeks, and 3, 4, 5 and 6 months of age (converted to z scores using

the WHO Infant Growth Standards)

Blood samples: obtained to determine iron status. Obtained at 6 months of age - blood

for Hb, MCV, RDW, serum ferritin, and TIBC

Breast-milk intake: determined by the deuterium dose-to-the-mother method

Measures of developmental and behavioural status: assessed at both 18 months and 30 -

35 months with the Parent’s Evaluation of Developmental Status (PEDS) questionnaire

and the Brigance Screens-II

The Jonsdottir trial retrospectively collected information on total duration of breastfeed-

ing for all infants. However, we are unable to present these data as they were combined

with data from an additional cohort of infants from a separate national prospective study

Notes EBF: the use of up to 10 feedings of formula or water during the first 6 months was

allowed to avoid having to exclude infants who were otherwise exclusively breastfed

Clinical Trial Registration: ISRCTN41946519.

Study was supported by the Primary Health Care organizations in the Reykavik Capital

area, Akranes, and Sudurnes, and by the Directors of the participating health centres

The study was supported by Mead Johnson and the Eimskip Fund for the University

of Iceland. The sponsors of the study had no role in the study design, data collection,

data analysis or interpretation, preparation of the report or the decision to submit for

publication. None of the authors received honoraria, grants or other forms of payment

to produce the manuscript

Risk of bias

Bias Authors’ judgement Support for judgement

Random sequence generation (selection

bias)

Low risk The randomisation method was prepared using Jerry

Dallal’s Tufts-based software, and the trial statistician

prepared the provided a computer-generated randomi-

sation code. Assignments were generated by using per-

muted blocks of 2 and 4, with the sequence presented in

random order

Allocation concealment (selection bias) Low risk Assignments were accessed by using a password-pro-

tected web-based application, after eligibility criteria

were confirmed. Assignments were generated by 1 per-
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Jonsdottir 2012 (Continued)

son (a nurse) who was not involved in any other aspect

of the study

Blinding of outcome assessment (detection

bias)

All outcomes

Low risk Nurses who collected data on complementary food in-

takes and anthropometric outcomes were not blinded to

participant group status, but all mass spectrometric anal-

yses and isotopic modelling were blinded

Incomplete outcome data (attrition bias)

All outcomes

Low risk A total of 119 (n = 61 in CF group, n = 58 in EBF

group) mother-infant pairs were recruited, of whom 100

completed the trial protocol

CF Group

10 pairs discontinued the intervention (n = 3 infant did

not receive complementary foods; n = 3 infant did not

want solid food; n = 1 mother stopped breastfeeding; n =

2 mother did not have time to finish study; n = 1 mother

not contacted after randomisation)

EBF Group

9 pairs discontinued the intervention (n = 7 infant re-

ceived complementary foods before 6 months; n = 1

mother wanted to leave study; n = 1 illness in family

Also, after randomisation, 1 mother who was randomly

assigned to the CF group was incorrectly instructed to

the EBF group. The primary analysis was conducted with

this mother included in the EBF group (n = 50 EBF, 50

CF) but reported outcomes for the baseline analyses with

the participant in the CF group (n = 49 EBF, 51 CF)

The authors state that they were not able to test whether

those who dropped out of the study were those with

lower breast milk intakes - i.e. potentially a self-selected

group

Selective reporting (reporting bias) High risk In protocol states under secondary outcomes: “3. Oc-

currence of upper respiratory infections and diarrhoea

episodes (dichotomous variables)”

But in Wells paper states “Finally, our study was designed

to evaluate growth and energy intake and not other is-

sues such as development of dietary preferences, mineral

status, or effects on health such as diarrhea and allergy”

Other bias Low risk Stated that the study sponsors (Mead Johnson and the

Eimskip Fund of the University of Iceland) had no role

in the study design; in the collection, analysis, and in-

terpretation of data; in the writing of the report; or in

the decision to submit the manuscript for publication.

None of the authors declared a conflict of interest
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Martin-Calama 1997

Methods RCT. 2-arm trial. Parallel design.

Participants Full-term newborns weighing between 2599 g to 4000 g (n = 180). Vaginal deliveries

only, who had no congenital abnormalities and who represented no risk factors for hypo-

or hyperglycaemia. General Hospital, Teruel, Spain

Interventions Group 1 called “glucose water” group (GW), received 5% glucose ad libitum from a

bottle for the first 3 days of life in addition to breastfeeding. Group 2, the “non glucose

water” group, was not given glucose water or any other type of alternative solution to

human milk

Outcomes Weight change (6, 12, 24, 48 and 72 hours of life).

Serum glucose levels (6, 12, 24 and 48 hours of life).

Rectal temperature (every 6 hours for the first 72 hours of life). The maximum and

minimum values during period of observation were used in the final analysis)

After discharge no contact for 5 months. Then telephone interview determined duration

of exclusive breastfeeding, duration until introduction of infant formula, and duration

until complete weaning were recorded. Time points of 4, 8, 12, 16 and 20 weeks were

used

Notes

Risk of bias

Bias Authors’ judgement Support for judgement

Random sequence generation (selection

bias)

Unclear risk “Divided randomly into 2 groups.”

Allocation concealment (selection bias) Unclear risk Not discussed.

Blinding of outcome assessment (detection

bias)

All outcomes

Unclear risk No information available

Incomplete outcome data (attrition bias)

All outcomes

Low risk N = 180 (90 in each group). 3 children from the

non glucose water group and 7 from the glucose

water group were ineligible because of missing data

or because it was impossible to assure correct tran-

scription of data. Therefore 10 excluded = 5.5%

Selective reporting (reporting bias) Unclear risk Data on all the outcomes mentioned in the ’Meth-

ods’ section of the published papers were reported.

We did not retrieve the protocol or raw data of the

trial and thus did not identify whether outcomes

other than those reported within the published pa-

pers were collected but not reported on
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Martin-Calama 1997 (Continued)

Other bias Unclear risk Some information on partial or exclusive breastfeed-

ing was obtained via telephone conversations (ma-

ternal recall of illness symptoms) and this is open to

recall bias

Nicoll 1982

Methods RCT. 3-arm trial. Parallel design.

Participants Primiparous mothers intending to breastfeed their full-term infants. Intending to be in

hospital (London, UK) for 5 days after delivery. 49 originally randomised

Interventions 3 groups: water supplement (n = 14); glucose supplement (n = 17); no supplement (n =

16)

Outcomes Infant weight (day 1, 3 and 5).

Plasma bilirubin (day 6).

Volume of supplement taken per day per kilo of baby’s birthweight (ml/kg/day)

Average weight gain per breastfeed (mg/kg of baby’s birthweight)

Notes

Risk of bias

Bias Authors’ judgement Support for judgement

Random sequence generation (selection

bias)

Unclear risk Described as “randomly allocated” to 1 of 3 groups

(no supplement (n = 17); glucose supplement (n =

17), water supplement (n = 15))

Allocation concealment (selection bias) Unclear risk Not discussed.

Blinding of outcome assessment (detection

bias)

All outcomes

Unclear risk No information available.

Incomplete outcome data (attrition bias)

All outcomes

Unclear risk 4 mother/baby pairs defaulted from the ’no supple-

ment’ group because their babies were “too hungry”

and were replaced by further randomised pairs. 2

infants were later excluded from the study because

of: rhesus incompatibility (n = 1) and ABO incom-

patibility with positive haemolysins (n = 1). This

reduced numbers in each group to: no supplement

(n = 16); glucose supplement (n = 17); water sup-

plement (n = 14)
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Nicoll 1982 (Continued)

Selective reporting (reporting bias) Unclear risk Data on all the outcomes mentioned in the ’Meth-

ods’ section of the published papers were reported.

We did not retrieve the protocol or raw data of the

trial and thus did not identify whether outcomes

other than those reported within the published pa-

pers were collected but not reported on

Other bias Low risk No issues.

Ojofeitimi 1982

Methods RCT. 2-arm trial. Parallel design.

Participants 180 neonates delivered between October 1980 and January 1981 in 2 local maternity

centres in Ile-Ife, Oyo State, Nigeria were randomised. Criteria for selection were that

birthweight be above 2.50 kg, no sign of congenital malformation, that mothers experi-

enced uncomplicated birth with membrane rupture less than 24h prior to delivery, and

no manifest sign of physical exhaustion or sickness after delivery to prevent them from

performing their maternal responsibilities to the neonates

105 kept strictly to instructions (60 (57%) on colostrum regimen and 45 (43%) on

glucose water)

Interventions 1 group received glucose water feedings and the other colostrum. The mothers were told

to keep strictly to these feeding regimens for the entire 3-day stay at the maternity centre

Outcomes Stool specimens (2 daily) analysed for bacterial counts.

Bacterial counts in samples of colostrum and glucose water.

Notes Did not report any data that were eligible for inclusion in the review

Risk of bias

Bias Authors’ judgement Support for judgement

Random sequence generation (selection

bias)

Unclear risk “Randomly assigned at birth to two groups....”.

Allocation concealment (selection bias) Unclear risk Not discussed.

Blinding of outcome assessment (detection

bias)

All outcomes

Unclear risk No information available

Incomplete outcome data (attrition bias)

All outcomes

High risk Participation was voluntary, and those mothers who

failed to adhere were excluded from the study

Of the 180 mothers chosen for the study, 105 kept

strictly to the instructions. 60/105 were on the
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Ojofeitimi 1982 (Continued)

colostrum regimen (57%) and 45 were on glucose

water (43%)

Selective reporting (reporting bias) Unclear risk Data on all the outcomes mentioned in the ’Meth-

ods’ section of the published papers were reported.

We did not retrieve the protocol or raw data of the

trial and thus did not identify whether outcomes

other than those reported within the published pa-

pers were collected but not reported on

Other bias Low risk No issues.

Schutzman 1986

Methods RCT. 2-arm trial. Parallel design.

Participants Healthy term neonates (n = 136) in the first 3 days after birth

78 babies nursed exclusively on demand, and 58 babies received supplemental water in

addition to on-demand nursing

This study was performed in a maternity hospital in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania at which

the patient population is highly motivated to breastfeed

Interventions Exclusive on-demand breastfeeding versus on-demand nursing plus supplemental water.

The choice of sterile water or 5 % glucose water was left to the mother

Outcomes Mean total amount of water ingested by the supplemented group prior to the arrival of

true milk

The time in hours when true milk first “came in” was recorded for each mother as it

occurred

Notes Did not report any data that were eligible for inclusion in the review

Risk of bias

Bias Authors’ judgement Support for judgement

Random sequence generation (selection

bias)

Unclear risk Not discussed.

Allocation concealment (selection bias) Unclear risk Not discussed.

Blinding of outcome assessment (detection

bias)

All outcomes

Unclear risk No information available.

Incomplete outcome data (attrition bias)

All outcomes

Unclear risk No reference to dropouts reported.
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Schutzman 1986 (Continued)

Selective reporting (reporting bias) Unclear risk Data on all the outcomes mentioned in the ’Meth-

ods’ section of the published papers were reported.

We did not retrieve the protocol or raw data of the

trial and thus did not identify whether outcomes

other than those reported within the published pa-

pers were collected but not reported on

Other bias Low risk No issues.

BMI: body mass index

CF: complementary foods

EBF: exclusive breastfeeding

Hb: haemoglobin

Hct: haematocrit

MCV: mean corpuscular volume

min: minutes

RCT: randomised controlled trial

RDW: red blood cell distribution width

SF: solid food

SF-M: solid foods and maintenance

TIBC: total iron-binding capacity

Characteristics of excluded studies [ordered by study ID]

Study Reason for exclusion

Bannert 1995 No exclusively breastfed group.

Collins 2004 Pre-term infants only (23 to 33 weeks).

Corchia 1985 No exclusively breastfed group.

Cronenwett 1992 No exclusively breastfed group.

De Carvalho 1981 Not randomised or quasi-randomised. Babies on 1 ward received water supplementation and those on another

2 wards did not. The admission of babies and mothers to the 3 wards was dependent upon availability, but not

regarded as random allocation

de Oliveira 2012 Intervention was not the addition of foods/fluids. It was ”to evaluate the efficacy of counselling about breast-

feeding and complementary feeding in preventing the introduction of non-breast milk and complementary

foods in the first 6 months”

French 2012 Mix of breastfeeding and artificial feeding. No exclusively breastfeeding group. Evaluating guidance on infant

feeding behaviours
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(Continued)

Gray-Donald 1985 No exclusively breastfed group.

Howard 2003 Treatment group included pre-term babies (36 to 42 weeks).

Kearney 1990 No exclusively breastfed group.

Krebs 2013 Infants were assigned at 5 months to receive 1 of 3 types of complementary foods. Not comparing exclusively

breastfeeding under 6 months

Ly 2006 No exclusively breastfed group.

Marinelli 2001 Preterm infants only (34 weeks or less).

Mosley 2001 Treatment group included preterm babies (32 to 37 weeks).

Olaya 2013 Infants were assigned at 6 months to receive 1 of 2 types of complementary feeding. Not comparing exclusively

breastfeeding under 6 months

Rosegger 1985 No exclusively breastfed group.

Rosegger 1986 No exclusively breastfed group.

Sachdev 1991 No exclusively breastfed group.

Schiess 2010 Observational study comparing 2 formula groups.

Schmitz 1992 No exclusively breastfed group.

Schubiger 1997 No exclusively breastfed group.

Simondon 1996 No exclusively breastfed group.

Ziegler 2011 Review of three studies of the research group comparing 2 types a cereal introduced at 4 months. No exclusive

breastfeeding group

Characteristics of ongoing studies [ordered by study ID]

ISRCTN14254740

Trial name or title Randomised controlled trial of early introduction of allergenic foods to induce tolerance in infants (EAT

Trial)

Methods Randomised controlled multi-centre trial.
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ISRCTN14254740 (Continued)

Participants Target: 3000 pregnant women (2500 infants).

Inclusion: 1. Pregnant mothers attending their 12/20 week ultrasound scans.

2. Mothers planning on exclusively breastfeeding for at least the first 3 months.

3. Informed consent obtained from parent or guardian.

Exclusion: 1. Significant antenatal anomaly at 20 week ultrasound scan.

2. Multiple pregnancy.

3. Significant congenital disease (enteropathy, congenital heart disease, renal disease).

4. Premature delivery (less than 37 completed weeks gestation).

5. Parents not planning on breastfeeding exclusively for at least the first 3 months.

6. Parents planning on moving away from London before their child is three years of age.

7. Parents unable to speak and read English.

8. Unwillingness or inability to comply with study requirements and procedures.

9. Family intend infant to be on a restricted diet (any of the six intervention foods)

Interventions The intervention arm consists of the dietetic controlled introduction of allergenic foods from 3 months of

age. Baby rice mixed with breast milk or water will be commenced first, followed by cow’s milk based yogurt.

Subsequently egg, wheat, sesame, fish and peanut will be sequentially introduced into the diet in high doses

with each food being ingested 2 times a week achieving a total ingestion of 4 g or more per week of each food

protein by 5 months of age.

Mothers will not introduce wheat before 4 months of age. Infants in the intervention arm will be required

to consume the allergenic foods until the one-year assessment at which point ongoing consumption of all 6

allergenic foods will be encouraged until the end of the study when subsequent consumption will be a matter

of parental choice

Outcomes Primary: the period prevalence of IgE mediated food allergy to the 6 intervention foods between 1 and 3 years

of age in both arms

Secomdary: many, related to allergic disease outcomes.

Starting date Anticipated start 02 February 2009, end 31 July 2014.

Contact information Prof Gideon Lack, Children’s Allergies Department

St Thomas’ Hospital

London SE1 7EH UK

Notes ISRCTN14254740 Last edited 29 July 2009

NCT01330667

Trial name or title Effect of early limited formula on total serum bilirubin among newborns with hyperbilirubinaemia

Methods Allocation: randomised.

Intervention model: parallel assignment.

Masking: single blind (outcomes assessor).

Primary purpose: prevention.

Participants Estimated enrolment : 30.

Inclusion criteria

• Healthy infants ≥ 35 weeks.
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NCT01330667 (Continued)

• Neonates 36-96 hours old.

• Exclusively breastfeeding.

• TSB 0.1-3 mg/dL below AAP-recommended PT threshold.

• TSB < 6 hours ago.

• Mothers English-speaking or Spanish-speaking.

Exclusion Criteria: infants who have already received formula Infants who have received or are receiving

Level II or Level III Infants who have already lost ≥ 10% birthweight infants with glucose-6-phosphate

dehydrogenase deficiency, positive direct antigen testing, cephalohematoma or other extensive bruising

Interventions Experimental: formula supplementation. Participants will supplement feedings with early limited formula

following nursing. Intervention: dietary supplement: Nutramigen Infant Formula

No Intervention: control. Participants will be instructed to continue exclusively breastfeeding with no formula

supplementation

Outcomes Primary outcome: total serum bilirubin.

Secondary clinical outcomes: phototherapy, hospital readmission, exclusive and partial breastfeeding at 1

week, 1 month, 2 months, and 3 months; breastfeeding self-efficacy

Starting date

Contact information Flaherman V. University of California, San Francisco.

Notes NCT01330667. Last updated May 21, 2013, due to start recruitment December 2013

AAO: American Academy of Pediatrics

PT: phototherapy

TSB: total serum bilirubin
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D A T A A N D A N A L Y S E S

Comparison 1. Exclusive breastfed infants versus non-exclusive breastfed infants (artificial milk)

Outcome or subgroup title
No. of

studies

No. of

participants Statistical method Effect size

1 Breastfeeding duration 1 Risk Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95% CI) Subtotals only

1.1 Exclusive breastfeeding at

1 week

1 39 Risk Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95% CI) 0.58 [0.37, 0.92]

1.2 Exclusive breastfeeding at

3 months

1 38 Risk Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95% CI) 0.44 [0.26, 0.76]

1.3 Any breastfeeding at 3

months

1 37 Risk Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95% CI) 0.76 [0.56, 1.03]

2 Incidence of fever 1 38 Risk Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95% CI) 1.5 [0.28, 7.99]

3 Maternal self-confidence 1 39 Mean Difference (IV, Fixed, 95% CI) 0.10 [-0.34, 0.54]

Comparison 2. Exclusive breastfed infants versus non-exclusive breastfed infants (water)

Outcome or subgroup title
No. of

studies

No. of

participants Statistical method Effect size

1 Breastfeeding duration 1 Risk Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95% CI) Subtotals only

1.1 At 4 weeks 1 170 Risk Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95% CI) 1.21 [1.06, 1.38]

1.2 At 8 weeks 1 170 Risk Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95% CI) 1.26 [1.04, 1.53]

1.3 At 12 weeks 1 170 Risk Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95% CI) 1.48 [1.16, 1.89]

1.4 At 16 weeks 1 170 Risk Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95% CI) 1.54 [1.15, 2.05]

1.5 At 20 weeks 1 170 Risk Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95% CI) 1.45 [1.05, 1.99]

2 Maximum temperature (ºC) 1 Mean Difference (IV, Fixed, 95% CI) Subtotals only

2.1 At 72 hours 1 170 Mean Difference (IV, Fixed, 95% CI) 0.10 [0.01, 0.19]

3 Minimum temperature (ºC) 1 Mean Difference (IV, Fixed, 95% CI) Subtotals only

3.1 At 72 hours 1 170 Mean Difference (IV, Fixed, 95% CI) 0.10 [0.02, 0.18]

4 Episodes of hypoglycaemia

(glycaemia < 2.2 mmol/l)

1 Risk Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95% CI) Subtotals only

4.1 At 6 hours of life 1 170 Risk Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95% CI) 2.39 [0.48, 11.96]

4.2 At 12 hours of life 1 170 Risk Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95% CI) 14.32 [0.83, 246.80]

4.3 At 24 hours of life 1 170 Risk Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95% CI) 0.64 [0.11, 3.71]

4.4 At 48 hours of life 1 170 Risk Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95% CI) 2.86 [0.30, 26.97]

5 Mean capillary blood glucose

levels of infants (mmol/l)

1 Mean Difference (IV, Fixed, 95% CI) Subtotals only

5.1 At 6 hours of life 1 170 Mean Difference (IV, Fixed, 95% CI) -0.29 [-0.56, -0.02]

5.2 At 12 hours of life 1 170 Mean Difference (IV, Fixed, 95% CI) -0.47 [-0.70, -0.24]

5.3 At 24 hours of life 1 170 Mean Difference (IV, Fixed, 95% CI) -0.34 [-0.60, -0.08]

5.4 At 48 hours of life 1 170 Mean Difference (IV, Fixed, 95% CI) -0.24 [-0.51, 0.03]

6 Weight change (g) 1 Mean Difference (IV, Fixed, 95% CI) Subtotals only

6.1 At 6 hours of life 1 170 Mean Difference (IV, Fixed, 95% CI) 7.0 [0.76, 13.24]

6.2 At 12 hours of life 1 170 Mean Difference (IV, Fixed, 95% CI) 11.5 [1.71, 21.29]
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6.3 At 24 hours of life 1 170 Mean Difference (IV, Fixed, 95% CI) 13.40 [0.43, 26.37]

6.4 At 48 hours of life 1 170 Mean Difference (IV, Fixed, 95% CI) 32.5 [12.91, 52.09]

6.5 At 72 hours of life 1 170 Mean Difference (IV, Fixed, 95% CI) -3.0 [-26.83, 20.83]

7 Weight loss (%) 1 Mean Difference (IV, Fixed, 95% CI) Subtotals only

7.1 Day 3 1 47 Mean Difference (IV, Fixed, 95% CI) 1.03 [-0.18, 2.24]

7.2 Day 5 1 47 Mean Difference (IV, Fixed, 95% CI) 0.20 [-1.18, 1.58]

8 Maximum serum bilirubin levels

umol/L

1 Mean Difference (IV, Fixed, 95% CI) Subtotals only

8.1 Day 6 1 47 Mean Difference (IV, Fixed, 95% CI) -18.84 [-39.03, 1.

35]

Comparison 3. Exclusive breastfed infants versus non-exclusive breastfed infants (foods)

Outcome or subgroup title
No. of

studies

No. of

participants Statistical method Effect size

1 Fever (% of days) 1 Mean Difference (IV, Fixed, 95% CI) Totals not selected

1.1 4 to 6 months 1 Mean Difference (IV, Fixed, 95% CI) 0.0 [0.0, 0.0]

2 Cough (% of days) 1 Mean Difference (IV, Fixed, 95% CI) Totals not selected

2.1 At 4 to 6 months 1 Mean Difference (IV, Fixed, 95% CI) 0.0 [0.0, 0.0]

3 Congestion (% of days) 1 Mean Difference (IV, Fixed, 95% CI) Totals not selected

3.1 At 4 to 6 months 1 Mean Difference (IV, Fixed, 95% CI) 0.0 [0.0, 0.0]

4 Nasal discharge (% of days) 1 Mean Difference (IV, Fixed, 95% CI) Totals not selected

4.1 At 4 to 6 months 1 Mean Difference (IV, Fixed, 95% CI) 0.0 [0.0, 0.0]

5 Hoarseness (% of days) 1 Mean Difference (IV, Fixed, 95% CI) Totals not selected

5.1 At 4 to 6 months 1 Mean Difference (IV, Fixed, 95% CI) 0.0 [0.0, 0.0]

6 Weight change (g) 2 260 Mean Difference (IV, Fixed, 95% CI) 39.48 [-49.48, 128.

43]

6.1 At 4 to 6 months 2 260 Mean Difference (IV, Fixed, 95% CI) 39.48 [-49.48, 128.

43]

7 Weight change (z score) 1 Mean Difference (IV, Fixed, 95% CI) Totals not selected

7.1 4 to 6 months 1 Mean Difference (IV, Fixed, 95% CI) 0.0 [0.0, 0.0]
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Analysis 1.1. Comparison 1 Exclusive breastfed infants versus non-exclusive breastfed infants (artificial

milk), Outcome 1 Breastfeeding duration.

Review: Early additional food and fluids for healthy breastfed full-term infants

Comparison: 1 Exclusive breastfed infants versus non-exclusive breastfed infants (artificial milk)

Outcome: 1 Breastfeeding duration

Study or subgroup

Exclusive
breastfeed-

ing Additional fluids Risk Ratio Weight Risk Ratio

n/N n/N M-H,Fixed,95% CI M-H,Fixed,95% CI

1 Exclusive breastfeeding at 1 week

Flaherman 2013 10/19 18/20 100.0 % 0.58 [ 0.37, 0.92 ]

Subtotal (95% CI) 19 20 100.0 % 0.58 [ 0.37, 0.92 ]

Total events: 10 (Exclusive breastfeeding), 18 (Additional fluids)

Heterogeneity: not applicable

Test for overall effect: Z = 2.33 (P = 0.020)

2 Exclusive breastfeeding at 3 months

Flaherman 2013 8/19 18/19 100.0 % 0.44 [ 0.26, 0.76 ]

Subtotal (95% CI) 19 19 100.0 % 0.44 [ 0.26, 0.76 ]

Total events: 8 (Exclusive breastfeeding), 18 (Additional fluids)

Heterogeneity: not applicable

Test for overall effect: Z = 2.96 (P = 0.0031)

3 Any breastfeeding at 3 months

Flaherman 2013 13/18 18/19 100.0 % 0.76 [ 0.56, 1.03 ]

Subtotal (95% CI) 18 19 100.0 % 0.76 [ 0.56, 1.03 ]

Total events: 13 (Exclusive breastfeeding), 18 (Additional fluids)

Heterogeneity: not applicable

Test for overall effect: Z = 1.74 (P = 0.082)

0.05 0.2 1 5 20

Favours non-exclusive bf Favours exclusive bf
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Analysis 1.2. Comparison 1 Exclusive breastfed infants versus non-exclusive breastfed infants (artificial

milk), Outcome 2 Incidence of fever.

Review: Early additional food and fluids for healthy breastfed full-term infants

Comparison: 1 Exclusive breastfed infants versus non-exclusive breastfed infants (artificial milk)

Outcome: 2 Incidence of fever

Study or subgroup

Exclusive
breastfeed-

ing Additional fluids Risk Ratio Weight Risk Ratio

n/N n/N M-H,Fixed,95% CI M-H,Fixed,95% CI

Flaherman 2013 3/19 2/19 100.0 % 1.50 [ 0.28, 7.99 ]

Total (95% CI) 19 19 100.0 % 1.50 [ 0.28, 7.99 ]

Total events: 3 (Exclusive breastfeeding), 2 (Additional fluids)

Heterogeneity: not applicable

Test for overall effect: Z = 0.48 (P = 0.63)

Test for subgroup differences: Not applicable

0.2 0.5 1 2 5

Favours non-exclusive bf Favours exclusive bf

Analysis 1.3. Comparison 1 Exclusive breastfed infants versus non-exclusive breastfed infants (artificial

milk), Outcome 3 Maternal self-confidence.

Review: Early additional food and fluids for healthy breastfed full-term infants

Comparison: 1 Exclusive breastfed infants versus non-exclusive breastfed infants (artificial milk)

Outcome: 3 Maternal self-confidence

Study or subgroup Additional fluids

Exclusive
breastfeed-

ing
Mean

Difference Weight
Mean

Difference

N Mean(SD) N Mean(SD) IV,Fixed,95% CI IV,Fixed,95% CI

Flaherman 2013 20 4 (0.7) 19 3.9 (0.7) 100.0 % 0.10 [ -0.34, 0.54 ]

Total (95% CI) 20 19 100.0 % 0.10 [ -0.34, 0.54 ]

Heterogeneity: not applicable

Test for overall effect: Z = 0.45 (P = 0.66)

Test for subgroup differences: Not applicable

-1 -0.5 0 0.5 1

Favours non-exclusive bf Favours exclusive bf
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Analysis 2.1. Comparison 2 Exclusive breastfed infants versus non-exclusive breastfed infants (water),

Outcome 1 Breastfeeding duration.

Review: Early additional food and fluids for healthy breastfed full-term infants

Comparison: 2 Exclusive breastfed infants versus non-exclusive breastfed infants (water)

Outcome: 1 Breastfeeding duration

Study or subgroup

Exclusive
breastfeed-

ing Additional fluids Risk Ratio Weight Risk Ratio

n/N n/N M-H,Fixed,95% CI M-H,Fixed,95% CI

1 At 4 weeks

Martin-Calama 1997 81/87 64/83 100.0 % 1.21 [ 1.06, 1.38 ]

Subtotal (95% CI) 87 83 100.0 % 1.21 [ 1.06, 1.38 ]

Total events: 81 (Exclusive breastfeeding), 64 (Additional fluids)

Heterogeneity: not applicable

Test for overall effect: Z = 2.83 (P = 0.0046)

2 At 8 weeks

Martin-Calama 1997 70/87 53/83 100.0 % 1.26 [ 1.04, 1.53 ]

Subtotal (95% CI) 87 83 100.0 % 1.26 [ 1.04, 1.53 ]

Total events: 70 (Exclusive breastfeeding), 53 (Additional fluids)

Heterogeneity: not applicable

Test for overall effect: Z = 2.36 (P = 0.018)

3 At 12 weeks

Martin-Calama 1997 65/87 42/83 100.0 % 1.48 [ 1.16, 1.89 ]

Subtotal (95% CI) 87 83 100.0 % 1.48 [ 1.16, 1.89 ]

Total events: 65 (Exclusive breastfeeding), 42 (Additional fluids)

Heterogeneity: not applicable

Test for overall effect: Z = 3.11 (P = 0.0018)

4 At 16 weeks

Martin-Calama 1997 58/87 36/83 100.0 % 1.54 [ 1.15, 2.05 ]

Subtotal (95% CI) 87 83 100.0 % 1.54 [ 1.15, 2.05 ]

Total events: 58 (Exclusive breastfeeding), 36 (Additional fluids)

Heterogeneity: not applicable

Test for overall effect: Z = 2.93 (P = 0.0034)

5 At 20 weeks

Martin-Calama 1997 50/87 33/83 100.0 % 1.45 [ 1.05, 1.99 ]

Subtotal (95% CI) 87 83 100.0 % 1.45 [ 1.05, 1.99 ]

Total events: 50 (Exclusive breastfeeding), 33 (Additional fluids)

Heterogeneity: not applicable

Test for overall effect: Z = 2.25 (P = 0.024)

0.5 0.7 1 1.5 2

Favours non-exclusive bf Favours exclusive bf
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Analysis 2.2. Comparison 2 Exclusive breastfed infants versus non-exclusive breastfed infants (water),

Outcome 2 Maximum temperature (ºC).

Review: Early additional food and fluids for healthy breastfed full-term infants

Comparison: 2 Exclusive breastfed infants versus non-exclusive breastfed infants (water)

Outcome: 2 Maximum temperature ( C)

Study or subgroup

Exclusive
breastfeed-

ing
Additional
food/fluids

Mean
Difference Weight

Mean
Difference

N Mean(SD) N Mean(SD) IV,Fixed,95% CI IV,Fixed,95% CI

1 At 72 hours

Martin-Calama 1997 87 37.4 (0.3) 83 37.3 (0.3) 100.0 % 0.10 [ 0.01, 0.19 ]

Subtotal (95% CI) 87 83 100.0 % 0.10 [ 0.01, 0.19 ]

Heterogeneity: not applicable

Test for overall effect: Z = 2.17 (P = 0.030)

-2 -1 0 1 2

Favours exclusive bf Favours non-exclusive bf

Analysis 2.3. Comparison 2 Exclusive breastfed infants versus non-exclusive breastfed infants (water),

Outcome 3 Minimum temperature (ºC).

Review: Early additional food and fluids for healthy breastfed full-term infants

Comparison: 2 Exclusive breastfed infants versus non-exclusive breastfed infants (water)

Outcome: 3 Minimum temperature ( C)

Study or subgroup

Exclusive
breastfeed-

ing Additional fluids
Mean

Difference Weight
Mean

Difference

N Mean(SD) N Mean(SD) IV,Fixed,95% CI IV,Fixed,95% CI

1 At 72 hours

Martin-Calama 1997 87 36.6 (0.3) 83 36.5 (0.2) 100.0 % 0.10 [ 0.02, 0.18 ]

Subtotal (95% CI) 87 83 100.0 % 0.10 [ 0.02, 0.18 ]

Heterogeneity: not applicable

Test for overall effect: Z = 2.57 (P = 0.010)

-0.2 -0.1 0 0.1 0.2
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Analysis 2.4. Comparison 2 Exclusive breastfed infants versus non-exclusive breastfed infants (water),

Outcome 4 Episodes of hypoglycaemia (glycaemia < 2.2 mmol/l).

Review: Early additional food and fluids for healthy breastfed full-term infants

Comparison: 2 Exclusive breastfed infants versus non-exclusive breastfed infants (water)

Outcome: 4 Episodes of hypoglycaemia (glycaemia < 2.2 mmol/l)

Study or subgroup

Exclusive
breastfeed-

ing Additional fluids Risk Ratio Weight Risk Ratio

n/N n/N M-H,Fixed,95% CI M-H,Fixed,95% CI

1 At 6 hours of life

Martin-Calama 1997 5/87 2/83 100.0 % 2.39 [ 0.48, 11.96 ]

Subtotal (95% CI) 87 83 100.0 % 2.39 [ 0.48, 11.96 ]

Total events: 5 (Exclusive breastfeeding), 2 (Additional fluids)

Heterogeneity: not applicable

Test for overall effect: Z = 1.06 (P = 0.29)

2 At 12 hours of life

Martin-Calama 1997 7/87 0/83 100.0 % 14.32 [ 0.83, 246.80 ]

Subtotal (95% CI) 87 83 100.0 % 14.32 [ 0.83, 246.80 ]

Total events: 7 (Exclusive breastfeeding), 0 (Additional fluids)

Heterogeneity: not applicable

Test for overall effect: Z = 1.83 (P = 0.067)

3 At 24 hours of life

Martin-Calama 1997 2/87 3/83 100.0 % 0.64 [ 0.11, 3.71 ]

Subtotal (95% CI) 87 83 100.0 % 0.64 [ 0.11, 3.71 ]

Total events: 2 (Exclusive breastfeeding), 3 (Additional fluids)

Heterogeneity: not applicable

Test for overall effect: Z = 0.50 (P = 0.62)

4 At 48 hours of life

Martin-Calama 1997 3/87 1/83 100.0 % 2.86 [ 0.30, 26.97 ]

Subtotal (95% CI) 87 83 100.0 % 2.86 [ 0.30, 26.97 ]

Total events: 3 (Exclusive breastfeeding), 1 (Additional fluids)

Heterogeneity: not applicable

Test for overall effect: Z = 0.92 (P = 0.36)
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Analysis 2.5. Comparison 2 Exclusive breastfed infants versus non-exclusive breastfed infants (water),

Outcome 5 Mean capillary blood glucose levels of infants (mmol/l).

Review: Early additional food and fluids for healthy breastfed full-term infants

Comparison: 2 Exclusive breastfed infants versus non-exclusive breastfed infants (water)

Outcome: 5 Mean capillary blood glucose levels of infants (mmol/l)

Study or subgroup

Exclusive
breastfeed-

ing Additional fluids
Mean

Difference Weight
Mean

Difference

N Mean(SD) N Mean(SD) IV,Fixed,95% CI IV,Fixed,95% CI

1 At 6 hours of life

Martin-Calama 1997 87 3.39 (0.89) 83 3.68 (0.93) 100.0 % -0.29 [ -0.56, -0.02 ]

Subtotal (95% CI) 87 83 100.0 % -0.29 [ -0.56, -0.02 ]

Heterogeneity: not applicable

Test for overall effect: Z = 2.08 (P = 0.038)

2 At 12 hours of life

Martin-Calama 1997 87 3.26 (0.78) 83 3.73 (0.77) 100.0 % -0.47 [ -0.70, -0.24 ]

Subtotal (95% CI) 87 83 100.0 % -0.47 [ -0.70, -0.24 ]

Heterogeneity: not applicable

Test for overall effect: Z = 3.95 (P = 0.000077)

3 At 24 hours of life

Martin-Calama 1997 87 3.39 (0.78) 83 3.73 (0.91) 100.0 % -0.34 [ -0.60, -0.08 ]

Subtotal (95% CI) 87 83 100.0 % -0.34 [ -0.60, -0.08 ]

Heterogeneity: not applicable

Test for overall effect: Z = 2.61 (P = 0.0091)

4 At 48 hours of life

Martin-Calama 1997 87 3.54 (0.84) 83 3.78 (0.92) 100.0 % -0.24 [ -0.51, 0.03 ]

Subtotal (95% CI) 87 83 100.0 % -0.24 [ -0.51, 0.03 ]

Heterogeneity: not applicable

Test for overall effect: Z = 1.77 (P = 0.076)
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Analysis 2.6. Comparison 2 Exclusive breastfed infants versus non-exclusive breastfed infants (water),

Outcome 6 Weight change (g).

Review: Early additional food and fluids for healthy breastfed full-term infants

Comparison: 2 Exclusive breastfed infants versus non-exclusive breastfed infants (water)

Outcome: 6 Weight change (g)

Study or subgroup

Exclusive
breastfeed-

ing Additional fluids
Mean

Difference Weight
Mean

Difference

N Mean(SD) N Mean(SD) IV,Fixed,95% CI IV,Fixed,95% CI

1 At 6 hours of life

Martin-Calama 1997 87 46.4 (19.1) 83 39.4 (22.2) 100.0 % 7.00 [ 0.76, 13.24 ]

Subtotal (95% CI) 87 83 100.0 % 7.00 [ 0.76, 13.24 ]

Heterogeneity: not applicable

Test for overall effect: Z = 2.20 (P = 0.028)

2 At 12 hours of life

Martin-Calama 1997 87 86.4 (30.4) 83 74.9 (34.5) 100.0 % 11.50 [ 1.71, 21.29 ]

Subtotal (95% CI) 87 83 100.0 % 11.50 [ 1.71, 21.29 ]

Heterogeneity: not applicable

Test for overall effect: Z = 2.30 (P = 0.021)

3 At 24 hours of life

Martin-Calama 1997 87 140.6 (42.4) 83 127.2 (43.8) 100.0 % 13.40 [ 0.43, 26.37 ]

Subtotal (95% CI) 87 83 100.0 % 13.40 [ 0.43, 26.37 ]

Heterogeneity: not applicable

Test for overall effect: Z = 2.03 (P = 0.043)

4 At 48 hours of life

Martin-Calama 1997 87 197.8 (73.2) 83 165.3 (56.4) 100.0 % 32.50 [ 12.91, 52.09 ]

Subtotal (95% CI) 87 83 100.0 % 32.50 [ 12.91, 52.09 ]

Heterogeneity: not applicable

Test for overall effect: Z = 3.25 (P = 0.0011)

5 At 72 hours of life

Martin-Calama 1997 87 141.9 (89.1) 83 144.9 (68.5) 100.0 % -3.00 [ -26.83, 20.83 ]

Subtotal (95% CI) 87 83 100.0 % -3.00 [ -26.83, 20.83 ]

Heterogeneity: not applicable

Test for overall effect: Z = 0.25 (P = 0.81)
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Analysis 2.7. Comparison 2 Exclusive breastfed infants versus non-exclusive breastfed infants (water),

Outcome 7 Weight loss (%).

Review: Early additional food and fluids for healthy breastfed full-term infants

Comparison: 2 Exclusive breastfed infants versus non-exclusive breastfed infants (water)

Outcome: 7 Weight loss (%)

Study or subgroup

Exclusive
breastfeed-

ing Additional fluids
Mean

Difference Weight
Mean

Difference

N Mean(SD) N Mean(SD) IV,Fixed,95% CI IV,Fixed,95% CI

1 Day 3

Nicoll 1982 14 6 (2) 33 4.97 (1.8) 100.0 % 1.03 [ -0.18, 2.24 ]

Subtotal (95% CI) 14 33 100.0 % 1.03 [ -0.18, 2.24 ]

Heterogeneity: not applicable

Test for overall effect: Z = 1.66 (P = 0.096)

2 Day 5

Nicoll 1982 14 4.3 (2.4) 33 4.1 (1.7) 100.0 % 0.20 [ -1.18, 1.58 ]

Subtotal (95% CI) 14 33 100.0 % 0.20 [ -1.18, 1.58 ]

Heterogeneity: not applicable

Test for overall effect: Z = 0.28 (P = 0.78)
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Analysis 2.8. Comparison 2 Exclusive breastfed infants versus non-exclusive breastfed infants (water),

Outcome 8 Maximum serum bilirubin levels umol/L.

Review: Early additional food and fluids for healthy breastfed full-term infants

Comparison: 2 Exclusive breastfed infants versus non-exclusive breastfed infants (water)

Outcome: 8 Maximum serum bilirubin levels umol/L

Study or subgroup

Exclusive
breastfeed-

ing Additional fluids
Mean

Difference Weight
Mean

Difference

N Mean(SD) N Mean(SD) IV,Fixed,95% CI IV,Fixed,95% CI

1 Day 6

Nicoll 1982 16 67.7 (26.8) 31 86.54 (43.57) 100.0 % -18.84 [ -39.03, 1.35 ]

Subtotal (95% CI) 16 31 100.0 % -18.84 [ -39.03, 1.35 ]

Heterogeneity: not applicable

Test for overall effect: Z = 1.83 (P = 0.067)
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Analysis 3.1. Comparison 3 Exclusive breastfed infants versus non-exclusive breastfed infants (foods),

Outcome 1 Fever (% of days).

Review: Early additional food and fluids for healthy breastfed full-term infants

Comparison: 3 Exclusive breastfed infants versus non-exclusive breastfed infants (foods)

Outcome: 1 Fever (% of days)

Study or subgroup

Exclusive
breastfeed-

ing Additional foods
Mean

Difference
Mean

Difference

N Mean(SD) N Mean(SD) IV,Fixed,95% CI IV,Fixed,95% CI

1 4 to 6 months

Dewey 1999 59 8 (7.2) 60 7.3 (7.8) 0.70 [ -2.00, 3.40 ]
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Analysis 3.2. Comparison 3 Exclusive breastfed infants versus non-exclusive breastfed infants (foods),

Outcome 2 Cough (% of days).

Review: Early additional food and fluids for healthy breastfed full-term infants

Comparison: 3 Exclusive breastfed infants versus non-exclusive breastfed infants (foods)

Outcome: 2 Cough (% of days)

Study or subgroup

Exclusive
breastfeed-

ing Additional foods
Mean

Difference
Mean

Difference

N Mean(SD) N Mean(SD) IV,Fixed,95% CI IV,Fixed,95% CI

1 At 4 to 6 months

Dewey 1999 59 26.1 (20.3) 60 29.2 (22.1) -3.10 [ -10.72, 4.52 ]
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Analysis 3.3. Comparison 3 Exclusive breastfed infants versus non-exclusive breastfed infants (foods),

Outcome 3 Congestion (% of days).

Review: Early additional food and fluids for healthy breastfed full-term infants

Comparison: 3 Exclusive breastfed infants versus non-exclusive breastfed infants (foods)

Outcome: 3 Congestion (% of days)

Study or subgroup

Exclusive
breastfeed-

ing Additional food
Mean

Difference
Mean

Difference

N Mean(SD) N Mean(SD) IV,Fixed,95% CI IV,Fixed,95% CI

1 At 4 to 6 months

Dewey 1999 59 15.4 (15) 60 19 (23.2) -3.60 [ -10.61, 3.41 ]
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Analysis 3.4. Comparison 3 Exclusive breastfed infants versus non-exclusive breastfed infants (foods),

Outcome 4 Nasal discharge (% of days).

Review: Early additional food and fluids for healthy breastfed full-term infants

Comparison: 3 Exclusive breastfed infants versus non-exclusive breastfed infants (foods)

Outcome: 4 Nasal discharge (% of days)

Study or subgroup

Exclusive
breastfeed-

ing Additional foods
Mean

Difference
Mean

Difference

N Mean(SD) N Mean(SD) IV,Fixed,95% CI IV,Fixed,95% CI

1 At 4 to 6 months

Dewey 1999 59 12 (12.2) 60 16.2 (17.1) -4.20 [ -9.53, 1.13 ]
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Analysis 3.5. Comparison 3 Exclusive breastfed infants versus non-exclusive breastfed infants (foods),

Outcome 5 Hoarseness (% of days).

Review: Early additional food and fluids for healthy breastfed full-term infants

Comparison: 3 Exclusive breastfed infants versus non-exclusive breastfed infants (foods)

Outcome: 5 Hoarseness (% of days)

Study or subgroup

Exclusive
breastfeed-

ing Additional foods
Mean

Difference
Mean

Difference

N Mean(SD) N Mean(SD) IV,Fixed,95% CI IV,Fixed,95% CI

1 At 4 to 6 months

Dewey 1999 59 2.5 (4.3) 60 2.6 (6.3) -0.10 [ -2.04, 1.84 ]
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Analysis 3.6. Comparison 3 Exclusive breastfed infants versus non-exclusive breastfed infants (foods),

Outcome 6 Weight change (g).

Review: Early additional food and fluids for healthy breastfed full-term infants

Comparison: 3 Exclusive breastfed infants versus non-exclusive breastfed infants (foods)

Outcome: 6 Weight change (g)

Study or subgroup

Exclusive
breastfeed-

ing Additional foods
Mean

Difference Weight
Mean

Difference

N Mean(SD) N Mean(SD) IV,Fixed,95% CI IV,Fixed,95% CI

1 At 4 to 6 months

Cohen 1994 50 1092 (356) 91 1028.27 (358.45) 52.2 % 63.73 [ -59.40, 186.86 ]

Dewey 1999 59 1017 (350) 60 1004 (366) 47.8 % 13.00 [ -115.66, 141.66 ]

Total (95% CI) 109 151 100.0 % 39.48 [ -49.48, 128.43 ]

Heterogeneity: Chi2 = 0.31, df = 1 (P = 0.58); I2 =0.0%

Test for overall effect: Z = 0.87 (P = 0.38)

Test for subgroup differences: Not applicable
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Analysis 3.7. Comparison 3 Exclusive breastfed infants versus non-exclusive breastfed infants (foods),

Outcome 7 Weight change (z score).

Review: Early additional food and fluids for healthy breastfed full-term infants

Comparison: 3 Exclusive breastfed infants versus non-exclusive breastfed infants (foods)

Outcome: 7 Weight change (z score)

Study or subgroup

Exclusive
breastfeed-

ing Additional foods
Mean

Difference
Mean

Difference

N Mean(SD) N Mean(SD) IV,Fixed,95% CI IV,Fixed,95% CI

1 4 to 6 months

Jonsdottir 2012 50 -0.01 (0.42) 50 -0.02 (0.31) 0.01 [ -0.13, 0.15 ]
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A D D I T I O N A L T A B L E S

Table 1. Martin-Calama 1997. Primary outcome: breastfeeding duration

% of mothers who continued either exclu-

sive or partial breastfeeding

Exclusive breastfeeding on day 1-3 group

(non-glucose water) (n = 87)

Glucose water on day 1-3 (n = 83)

At 4 weeks 93% 77%

At 8 weeks 81% 64%

At 12 weeks 75% 51%

At 16 weeks 67% 43%

At 20 weeks 57% 40%

These figures were estimated from a graph (Figure 2) on page 212 of the Martin-Calama 1997 paper.

W H A T ’ S N E W

Last assessed as up-to-date: 21 March 2014.

Date Event Description

28 March 2014 New citation required but conclusions have not changed There have been no major changes made to the conclu-

sions of the review since the last update

28 March 2014 New search has been performed Two additional trials have been included (Flaherman

2013; Jonsdottir 2012).

One additional paper to an already included trial has

also been added (Cohen 1994).

Six more studies have been added to ’Excluded studies’

(de Oliveira 2012; French 2012; Krebs 2013; Olaya

2013; Schiess 2010; Ziegler 2011).

C O N T R I B U T I O N S O F A U T H O R S
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Previous version of the review

Sharon Remmington conceived the review and with Tracey Remmington wrote the protocol. Genevieve Becker joined the team after

the protocol was published. Tracey Remmington co-ordinated the review and with Sharon Remmington screened the search results.

All authors extracted the data. Tracey Remmington and Sharon Remmington appraised the quality of papers and Tracey Remmington

entered data and led the analysis. Sharon Remmington and Tracey Remmington wrote the first draft and Genevieve Becker wrote the

subsequent drafts with inputs from Tracey Remmington. All authors reviewed the final draft (Becker 2011).

Current version of the review

Genevieve Becker co-ordinated the review update. Genevieve Becker and Tracey Remmington assessed study eligibility independently

extracted data and entered data. Genevieve Becker wrote the first draft with input from Tracey Remmington.

D E C L A R A T I O N S O F I N T E R E S T

None known.

S O U R C E S O F S U P P O R T

Internal sources

• Unit for Health Services Research and International Health, WHO Collaborating Centre for Maternal and Child Health,

Institute for Maternal and Child Health, IRCCS Burlo Garofolo, Trieste, Italy.

For part of the time of this update, G Becker was employed by the Unit for Health Services Research and International Health with

time allocated to work on this review.

External sources

• No sources of support supplied

D I F F E R E N C E S B E T W E E N P R O T O C O L A N D R E V I E W

We updated the Background section and refocused to reflect exclusive breastfeeding as the norm and supplementation as an intervention,

as well as more justification for the outcomes selected for examination.

Outcomes as listed in the protocol amended to (primary) physiological jaundice, absence or presence, and if present, duration (days),

and (secondary) phototherapy in hospital or home setting if required, absence or presence, and if present, duration (days). This was

changed in recognition that some participants are likely not to be jaundiced or to need phototherapy.

We have updated the methods in accordance with the updated Cochrane Handbook for Systematic Reviews of Interventions (Higgins

2011).
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N O T E S

In the next update, we will consider an amendment to the stated outcome of “Weight change” to change to “Measures of growth and

development” so as to include measures such as height, head circumference, and developmental aspects that may be included in trials.

We will also consider amendment of the outcome “Maternal self-confidence in breastfeeding” to “Confidence in breastfeeding” in order

to include trials that examined confidence of fathers and other family members or those with significant influence on the mother.

I N D E X T E R M S

Medical Subject Headings (MeSH)

∗Breast Feeding; ∗Dietary Supplements; ∗Infant Food [adverse effects]; Dietary Carbohydrates [administration & dosage]; Drinking

Water [administration & dosage]; Glucose [administration & dosage]; Randomized Controlled Trials as Topic; Time Factors

MeSH check words

Humans; Infant
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